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Executive summary 
 
Early in the project, the choice was made to use the ARM Architecture Reference Model 
which resulted from the IOT-A project. This model provides a rigorous formal framework for 
designing comprehensive Internet of Things platforms including security and privacy by 
design. 
A technology platform was also selected. This is the library of components FIWARE which is 
the outcome of projects funded by the EU. Some components are included to ensure the 
security service by the design with simple functions, including the management of security 
keys, the user authentication or the distribution of tokens following the OAuth2.0 protocol. A 
Context Manager component is also provided, supporting the NSGI9 protocol to support the 
contextual aspect of the data. It is the Orion Context Broker that introduces two basic actors, 
the context producer and the context consumer. This component supports a 
publish/subscribe protocol. 
 
Based on the functionalities present in the FIWARE library, the objective of the SocIoTal 
project is to design efficient components and enablers ensuring security and privacy services 
by design seamlessly or through "friendly" interfaces for the final users. Each citizen or 
community of users is be able to build its own IoT platform that meets the specific needs of 
its scenario from components and enablers developed for SocIoTal project. 
 
The following document is divided in several sections. The first one aims to present how to 
go beyond the formal ARM model to deploy an IoT platform for a given scenario from the 
components and enablers available in the SocIoTal library. The second sections presents the 
final data model retained for the SocIoTal platform that enables the components to exchange 
data through a consistent interface and to be connected to build a horizontal testbed. The 
third section consists of the evaluation and the test of each new component developed in the 
SocIoTal project to validate its integration in the SocIoTal architecture. The next section 
presents an example of a scenario that needs to instantiate several components and 
enablers from the SocIoTal platform, available on the SocIoTal web site github. Finally, 
Section five shows how the objectives of the projects are fulfilled and presents qualitative 
elements that demonstrate the success of the project. 
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Section 1 -  Beyond IoT-A methodology 
 
Design objectives for security and privacy implementation may be derived from the 
recommendations highlighted in SocIoTal delivrable D1.2.1 [23] according to the specific 
application. In fact, IoT applications usually get several connectivity accesses through 
various communication standards. However, while the standards achieve the interoperability 
of the communication protocols, the interoperability of the security protocols and the privacy 
features are not provided and should result from architecture choices and design. 
Applications should be able to choose between several scales of security according to their 
criticality while meeting security and privacy requirements. This will be done thanks to secure 
and safe embedded software, the design of an adaptive end-to-end security over 
heterogeneous networks and infrastructures, a well-defined integration of Authentication, 
Authorization and Accountability (AAA) management and a user-centric privacy policy. 
 
Building an IoT application requires the use of numerous technologies. It is beneficial to 
adopt definitions and standards in order to reduce the wide field of technologies of the things 
and to make emerge the more promising ones. Identity and Access Management have been 
primarily focused on managing the identity of people. It must now encompass the wide 
variety of virtualized components located in the cloud. In order to handle such objectives, a 
flexible architecture model is needed. The architecture reference model (ARM) provided by 
the EU project IoT-A provides the advantage to be able to handle slightly prescriptive 
objectives. This model has been used and enhanced in the SocIoTal project. 
 
1.1 IoT-A Architecture Reference Model (ARM) 
 
IoT-A combines top-down reasoning about architectural principles and design guidelines with 
simulation and prototyping to explore the technical consequences of architectural design 
choices.  
 
The Architecture Reference Model (ARM) contributes to the generation of a specific 
architecture dedicated to a defined-centric (user-centric, information-centric, management-
centric…) IoT platform designed for a given set of applications. IoT-A introduces a 
requirement process in order to derive the architectural views from the application context 
understanding to the building of the system architecture. The abstraction level offered by 
some of views enables to consider the security and privacy objectives with a lot of flexibility 
in a rigorous framework based on the design process (see Figure 1).  
 

 

Figure 1: Translating Perspective to View 

 
The first step of this process consists in defining the system requirements and the design 
choices. Requirements are then prioritized for the engineering, and mapped onto 
perspectives like interoperability, scalability or sustainability for example. Then, suitable 
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tactics are derived to define the strategy enabling to reach the wished perspectives. And the 
design choices are identified to make the addressed perspectives functional. The result is 
finally mapped into several “views” with different levels of abstraction. The ARM provides a 
complete methodology to design the architecture of an IoT platform including multiple 
components. It comprises several architectural “views” enabling the developer to build its 
dedicated platform considering all the aspect of the concept while ensuring the whole 
coherence. 
 
Despite the quality of the ARM tool and guidance to build its own IoT platform, the lack of a 
concrete and visual view of the final mapping of functions into real and implemented 
components has been identified in SocIoTal project whose goal is to reach high TRL in the 
implementation of the final IoT platform. In the following, an additional view detailed in Figure 
2 is introduced to highlight the implementation choices. 
 
 
1.2 Architecture of the SocIoTal platform 
 
The SocIoTal platform (see Figure 2) is built around a central component, the Context 
Manager that holds the database with the contextual information. All the components and 
enablers will interact with the Context Manager to access data in a confidential way. 
The Context Manager database is fed with data collected by the sensors in the physical 
world and sent to the cloud via sensinact Gateway that ensures the interoperability of the 
communications and the protocols. 
Another main component is the Server AAA that ensures the secret Key Management, the 
Authentication and the Authorization to get access to the resources. It is in close contact with 
the user management component that allows users to register their profile and the objects 
that belong to them. The Identity Management is also linked to the Server AAA in order to 
hide the identity of the user and to guarantee the anonymity. The Trust manager uses the 
contextual data hosted by the Context Manager to compute a reputation score. 
For the final user, several enablers are available to interact with SocIoTal components. For 
the developpers and the application builders, sensinact studio offers a development interface 
that helps to build complex dedicated applications using the contextual data. The radio-
location enabler provide an application able to locate sensors in their physical environment. 
The F2F enabler detects social interaction between people using both distance and direction 
calculations. The gait recognition enabler performs user identification based on a user’s 
unique walking pattern. All these enablers are designed for Androïd devices. 
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Figure 2: architecture of the SocIoTal platform 
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Section 2 -  Beyond Fi-Ware: the SocIoTal platform 
 
In this section is presented each component and enabler that composes the SocIoTal 
platform. Their internal architecture and operation is detailed. 
 
2.1 Components and Enablers description 
 
 
2.1.1 Sensinact Studio 
 
The sensiNact studio is an Eclipse IDE plugin designed to manage IoT environment. It is a 
tool for developers that allows creating IoT applications at runtime without great knowledge 
of software development or underlying technical details of neither the IoT devices nor a 
particular programming language. An IoT application is an Event-Condition-Action rule 
supporting complex events processing operators. 

Figure 3 presents the dashboard provided to the developer (REQ100) that includes a map of 
the city with the location of the sensors/actuators. It shows a possible configuration of the 
graphical interface of the sensiNact studio: The view ➀ is the Gateway View, which 
summarizes the main information used by the studio for accessing the gateway (IP, port, 
etc.). All information can be edited using the two links to open preference pages. At the 
bottom of the view, a button triggers the connection and disconnection to/from the sensiNact 
gateway. 
At connection time, the devices, services and resources are displayed on the device 
navigator ➁, which generates a tree view for showing an easy to browse catalogue of all the 
elements the user can interact with.  
The Outdoor deployment view ➂ displays devices on a worldwide map, using pinpoints. 
Clicking on a pin point, a pop up appears and gives advanced properties about the 
associated device (REQ142). 
Finally, the interface for creating applications ➃ using a domain specific language provides 
syntax coloration, auto-completion and syntax checking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Graphical Interface of sensinact studio 
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The Studio comes with a Domain Specific Language (DSL) in order to deal with the event-
driven IoT environment. The developer uses the data available at runtime to compose its 
application using trigger events (REQ141). Actions are performed in an ordered way and the 
resulting events or alarms are displayed on the dashboard (REQ102). 
 
2.1.2 Service discovery 
 
Through the device navigator (area of the Figure 3), the user may subscribe to information 
provided by the devices. This information can be updated in a synchronous way thanks to a 
Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine. It offers a facility to transform a set of input 
streams to one or more output streams to match patterns that will be delivered 
synchronously. Sensinact gateway includes the CEP engine “Esper” 
(http://esper.codehaus.org/). Esper component is integrated within the sensiNact gateway as 
the CEP engine component. The principle behind this architecture is to ensure sensors 
events pattern detection (REQ86). For certain applications, single events are insignificant; so 
a CEP engine can detect combinations of events, and generate derived events, called events 
patterns, which are more useable for IoT applications. The gateway feeds Esper engine with 
device events, which are then handled by Esper and are routed to subscribers according to 
the patterns of events mentioned already to the CEP. 
 
The Esper engine works a bit like a database turned upside-down. Instead of storing the data 
and running queries against stored data, the Esper engine allows applications to store 
queries and run the data through. Response from the Esper engine is real-time when 
conditions occur that match queries. The execution model is thus continuous rather than only 
when a query is submitted. 
 
 
2.1.3 Context Manager 

 
SocIoTal Context Manager is one of the core blocks of integration within SocIoTal Integrated 
Platform. Detailed information about its implementation and functionalities can be found in 
SocIoTal GitHub [6] and SocIoTal Deliverables D5.2 [28] and D3.2.1 [29]. It implements the 
SocIoTal entities directory and storage for its current context information plus a complete 
NGSI9 and NGSI10 API rest interfaces, detailed (and updated) in SocIoTal Wiki [17], 
including a set of extended user functionalities in order to make easier the access and 
management of context information. Besides this, SocIoTal Context Manager also provides 
support to SocIoTal’s Trust & Reputation mechanisms and SocIoTal’s bubbles creation, 
keeping and supplying information related to scores and attributes. It is also integrated with 
the SocIoTal Security Framework by evaluating the Capability-Token and supports 
communities’ management through the corresponding Community Token. 
 
SocIoTal project provides a cloud instance of its integrated platform, documented in the 
SocIoTal GitHub [18] that includes an instance of the SocIoTal CM with its context 
communication API, that supports all the functionalities mentioned in the SocIoTal WiKi. 
Attending the requirements specified in D1.2.1 [23], the main functionalities provided by 
SocIoTal CM are described in the next sections. 
 
 
2.1.3.1 registerContext and updateContext 
 
These methods allow users to create a context entity and update its associated context 
information, according the OMA Context Model described in SocIoTal D3.2.1 [29] These are 
performed by NGSI9 http/s POST registerContext and NGSI10 http/s POST updateContext 
corresponding methods 
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These methods allow users to create a context entity and update its associated context 
information, according the OMA Context Model described in SocIoTal D3.2.1 [29]. These are 
performed by NGSI9 http/s POST registerContext and NGSI10 http/s POST updateContext 
corresponding methods 
 
NGSI9 registerContext method describes the context, as a set of attributes within its included 
payload. It refers to a list of contextRegistration elements, each one with the following 
information: 

 entities: lists all entities to be registered within the call. It specifies the IDs and the 
entity types. 

 attributes: a list of attributes to register for the entities (such “AmbientTemperature”, 
“HumidityValue” or “Location”), including a name and a type according to SocIoTal 
Context Model. 

 providing application (or Context Provider):  the URL that represents the actual 
context information for the entities and attributes being registered. 

 duration: sets the duration of the registration so after that time has passed it can be 
considered as expired (however, duration can be extended). ISO 8601 standard is 
used for duration format, for example "P1M" means "one month". 

NGSI10 updateContext provided method manages the context information linked to a 
registered entity. It includes 3 main functionalities, pointed through the “updateaction” 
element: 

 APPEND  creates/modifies the template for a new context entity to provide its 
context information, detailing its attributes and associated metadata. It complements 
registerContext method specifying the context information. 

 UPDATE  replaces existing attributes values (and metadata) of a given entity (or 
context element) with the provided values 

 DELETE  removes an existing context information set, related to an entity. It will not 
remove the specified entity from the Entities’ Directory 

2.1.3.2 discoverContextAvailability 
 
Once the context has been uploaded in the SocIoTal CM, can be now discovered. The 
implemented NGSI9 discoveryContextAvailability method will discover all SocIoTal entities 
providing required context information. 
This method will provide a list of entity IDs that matches the context availability request (such 
as containing specified attribute/s or belonging to required deployment). Later, these entities 
(with their associated context information) can be retrieved through NGSI10 queryContext 
method. 
  
2.1.3.3 subscribeContextAvailability 
 
 
NGSI9 subscribeContextAvailability method allows the asynchronous discovery of the 
potential set of context entities belonging to an identified type and/or providing desired 
attributes. This is, by using this method, we will be able to receive (by POST method) an 
asynchronous notification (to the “reference” registered callback function) when a new entity 
is added to SocIoTal group (or an existing one changes), when a new device appears or 
when a new required attribute is added (by a new entity or an existing one). So, this way, the 
SocIoTal CM will automatically send a http POST request, including subscribed data, every 
time a new required context information source appears to the URL we have previously 
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specified in the previous subscribeContextAvailability request. This notification will refer only 
to information sources, not to the context information itself, providing the entities IDs and the 
available attributes (not the values). 
 
 
2.1.3.4 subscribeContext 
NGSI10 subscribeContext method complements NGSI9 subscribeContextAvailability, so the 
requestor will receive an asynchronous notification including the current context information 
values every time the selected context changes, or a synchronous one every time a defined 
time slot expires. It supports two different options: 

• ONTIMEINTERVAL: will send a notification, including context information, when the 
time interval specified in the “notifyConditions” element is reached. 

• ONCHANGE: provides a notification, including context information, every time a 
change in the specified context attributes happens. 

Within the requests: 
• “entities” and “attributes” define which context elements will be included in the 

notification message. As in the queryContext request, lists of attributes or patterns in 
the entity id can be included to specify a set of entities and/or attributes the requestor 
would like to be subscribed. 

• “reference” element specifies the callback function where the SocIoTal CM is going 
to send the notifications (when happen). It will POST a JSON object including the 
context information to the URL pointed here. 

• “duration” gives the subscription duration, specified using the ISO 8601 standard 
format, for example “P1M” means 1 moth.  

• “condValues” specifies: 
o ONCHANGE subscription: the attribute or set of attributes that, when 

changing, triggers a notification. It is important to mention that the set of 
attributes pointed here will be those that just trigger the action, but not 
necessarily those to be included in the notification to be sent. The ones to be 
included in the notified context information will be specified in an “attributes” 
element. If none are specified (the “attributes” element is not included in the 
payload, as in the one requested here) all available attribute values (all 
context information) compliant with the rest of pointed conditions will be 
retrieved. 

o ONTIMEINTERVAL subscription: the time between received notifications. 
• “throttling” specifies a minimum inter-notification arrival time. So, setting throttling to 

5 seconds as in the example above makes that a notification will not be sent if a 
previous notification was sent less than 5 seconds ago, no matter how many actual 
changes take place in that period. 

 
2.1.4 Location-based Trust & Reputation 
 
This component provides real-time, timestamped location information of users and user 
devices within an indoor environment. It relies on a pre-established Wireless Sensor Network 
(WSN). 
The user wears a so-called mobile node, which can be a constraint object or device that has 
the ability to communicate wirelessly within the WSN. The network is comprised of static 
nodes, which act as location anchors, and possibly other mobile nodes belonging to other 
users of the network. 
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By using an ad-hoc protocol, the mobile node has the ability to estimate its distance from 
other nodes and then sends this information to the gateway. The gateway then computes the 
user location (REQ68) based on the data received from users’ mobile nodes and stores it in 
the Context Manager for further processing and/or querying. 
 

 

Figure 4: user location (red marker) computed from static nodes (blue dots) 

A web application, demoed in Figure 4, enables the user to visualize their real-time location 
on a map of the building. This application can be hosted on the gateway or any third-party 
infrastructure that has the ability to query the Context Manager. 
 
2.1.4.1 Context Manager: Mobility Learning & Reliability 
 
Both the previous mobility model and the sourcing instantaneous location information 
(possibly gained through cooperative transactions with respect to other mobile devices) can 
be subsequently used to evaluate the users’ trust and reputation. The rating mechanism thus 
accounts for the compliance between the claimed user’s current location and his expected 
behaviour (i.e., based either on preliminarily learnt mobility patterns and/or on the perception 
of other mobile devices). More particularly, one evaluates the plausibility of a transition from 
the previous occupied room and the currently detected room (based on a priori known 
transition probabilities). Then, in the case of cooperative setting, each device can also verify 
the compatibility of the instantaneous location claimed by any mobile neighbour with its own 
instantaneous location and its perceived relative distance with respect to this neighbour. Both 
ingredients can be combined to form the final location-based T&R score, contributing to fulfil 
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requirement REQ114. On the other hand, the capability to verify the instantaneous 
cooperative location consistency among mobile devices (i.e., based on both relative peer-to-
peer ranging and absolute positioning information) allows each user to draw and maintain an 
inventory of trustable entities physically present in his close vicinity. This obviously 
contributes to assess the strength and the reliability of social relations among mobile 
devices, thus fulfilling requirement REQ132. 
 
2.1.4.2 Context Manager: Location based T&R Rating 
 
Both the previous mobility model and the sourcing instantaneous location information 
(possibly gained through cooperative transactions with respect to other mobile devices) can 
be subsequently used to evaluate the users’ trust and reputation. The rating mechanism thus 
accounts for the compliance between the claimed user’s current location and his expected 
behaviour (i.e., based either on preliminarily learnt mobility patterns and/or on the perception 
of other mobile devices). More particularly, one evaluates the plausibility of a transition from 
the previous occupied room and the currently detected room (based on a priori known 
transition probabilities). Then, in case of cooperative setting, each device can also verifies 
the compatibility of the instantaneous location claimed by any mobile neighbour with its own 
instantaneous location and its perceived relative distance with respect to this neighbour. Both 
ingredients can be combined to form the final location-based T&R score, contributing to fulfil 
requirement 114. On the other hand, the capability to verify the instantaneous cooperative 
location consistency among mobile devices (i.e., based on both relative peer-to-peer ranging 
and absolute positioning information) allows each user to draw and maintain an inventory of 
trustable entities physically present in his close vicinity. This obviously contributes to assess 
the strength and the reliability of social relations among mobile devices, thus fulfilling 
requirement 132. 
 
2.1.5 Trust Manager 
 
The Trust Manager is a central component for the quantification of the reputation score by 
utilizing input from the SocIoTal reputation enablers: the face-to-face (F2F) enabler, location-
based reputation and user behaviour.  
 
The Trust Manager is a REST based component with logic that consumes a set of different 
rules as an input for building a reputation score. Generic model for rules enables mapping 
between provided JSON format and relational database for mining and extraction of rules 
previously added over a registration API. The crucial component that the Trust Manager 
utilizes to continuously maintain the updated version of score in respect to last attribute value 
changes is the Context Manager. 
 
The Trust Manager is subscribing to all attributes changes used for quantification of the 
reputation score, keeping the score constantly updated. 
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Figure 5 Trust Manager integration with the Context Manager 

 
To register and start the reputation process for an application, JSON in predefined structure 
must be POST-ed to the REST endpoint (1). After the registration, the Trust Manager 
automatically extracts for the first time attributes value from the Context Broker (2), computes 
(3) and POSTs the final reputation score to the Context Broker (4). Rules are saved in the 
local database. The Trust Manager then subscribes to the attributes’ value changes (4). 
When value of an attribute is changed (5), the Context Broker pushes an updated value to 
the TM (6). The logic of the Trust Manager then checks for what context this attribute is used 
to build the reputation by querying the database for the rules (7), recalculates the score (8) 
and pushes it back to the Context Broker (9).  
 
 
 
2.1.6 Group Manager 
 
The main approach considered in SocIoTal to share data securely across bubbles and 
communities is the usage of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) instead of traditional 
Symmetric Key Cryptography (SKC) as a flexible approach easing cumbersome key 
management tasks. The Group Manager component of the SocIoTal security framework is 
specifically based on the use of the CP-ABE cryptographic scheme, which was introduced in 
previous deliverables. The use of CP-ABE enables data producers to select a CP-ABE policy 
(as a logical combination of identity attributes), which is employed by the CP-ABE engine to 
encrypt the information with that policy. After the information is encrypted and disseminated, 
the Group Manager component of a target entity (acting as a consumer) will try to decrypt it 
with CP-ABE keys related to its identity attributes through its CP-ABE engine. Only those 
consumers whose key satisfies the CP-ABE policy, will be able to decrypt the encrypted 
data. 
 
The Group Manager component has been instantiated and developed under the umbrella of 
the project, and integrated with the SocIoTal Context Manager to enable a flexible data 
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sharing scheme providing end-to-end confidentiality. For example, by taking into account the 
requirements of typical IoT scenarios, the well-known publish/subscribe interaction pattern is 
nowadays receiving a significant interest. Following such communication scheme, Figure 6 
shows the scenario in which the Group Manager component is integrated with infrastructure 
components for secure group communications through the use this pattern. 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6 : Group Manager Instantiation and integration with the Context Manager 

 
In particular, this scenario is built on top of the SocIoTal Context Manager that is employed 
as a broker to communicate information coming from producers to potential consumer 
entities. These entities are subscribed to the Context Manager in order to receive updated 
(and encrypted) values from producers. In addition to such entities, a CP-ABE Attribute 
Authority (AA) is used as the main component to generate and deliver the proper CP-ABE 
keys, which are associated to the identity attributes of each entity (producer or consumer). 
The cryptographic material produced by the AA is used by data producers and consumers to 
perform encryption and decryption operations through their CP-ABE engine. 
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2.1.7 Community Manager 
 
The concept of the SocIoTal Community is based on the types of relationships among smart 
objects and users, being the most usual driver the common interest relationship, putting 
together users and information related to a similar target or application. SocIoTal defines a 
community as a secure cooperation between different producer users, making entities 
(devices, services, events, resources etc.) available to selected consumer users (community 
members), to achieving a common objective. The project provides a platform-based 
communities structure, established between users and entities connected to the same 
infrastructure network. This structure provides centralized services to SocIoTal users, as 
creation and definition of communities, registering and management of users, roles 
management and so on. The SocIoTal Communities Manager is the element that provides 
the Communities creation and management mechanisms, directly linked to the Identity 
Management and Context Management services. It allows registered users to, in turn, 
register entities and share them within the closed environment of a SocIoTal community. 
Detailed information about its implementation and functionalities can be found in SocIoTal 
GitHub [19] and SocIoTal Deliverables D5.2 [28] and D3.2.2 Error! Reference source not 
found.. Following the structure of the SocIoTal platform requirements described in D1.2.1 
[23], the functionalities of the SocIoTal ComM is composed of the following elements. 
 
2.1.7.1 User registration 
SocIoTal Communities Manager is integrated with SocIoTal IdM, and uses internally its 
provided API to manage SocIoTal users. It also supports direct integration with FIWARE 
KeyRock IdM. Using the Communities Manager RESTfull API, the way to register a user is 
through calling the HTTP method registerUser (using SCIM API) or addUser (directly with 
Keystone V3 API on KeyRock). This method allows a future SocIoTal User to define, create 
and register a new SocIoTal Identity within a SocIoTal Domain. A physical user may create 
as many SocIoTal Identities as needed for their purposes. An Identity will be always linked to 
a domain, allowing the reuse of the selected identity name (username) in different domains. 
The associated request payload (below) includes several attributes to define user identity. It 
must include the parameters “username” and “password”, but it can also include a wide set 
of parameters. As a result, the registerUser method will return the identifiers (Ids) for the 
domain, user and community (if this last proceeds). These values have to be kept by the user 
in order to be used in future actions. 
 
2.1.7.2 Communities creation 
Once a user has been registered within SocIoTal IdM (through Communities Manager 
Interface or directly using the SocIoTal IdM API) this user have just created an identity 
belonging to a specified domain. Using this identity, the user will be able to create 
communities within this domain. To create a community (detailed in SocIoTal GitHub), the 
steps are: 
 

1. Ask Communities Manager for a token (HTTP POST 
/SocIoTal_COMM_V1/TOKEN/request) identifying the user as member of the domain 
where the community wants to be created 

2. Once the user has been properly identified and its domain membership has been 
checked, the platform will retrieve the corresponding Community-Token UUID. This 
UUID must be added to the Communities Creation request header, as Community-
Token header, (HTTP POST /SocIoTal_COMM_V1/COMMUNITIES/create) before 
been sent to the platform. The payload of this request will include a description and a 
communityName. The creator ID (userId) and the domain will be extracted from the 
provided token. Further info could be provided to describe/complement the 
community in future versions. 
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3. Now, the new community has been created. The initial ownership of this community 
will be assigned to the user whose identity Id (userId) was included in the 
Community-Token. Information about the Community, the Domain it belongs to and 
its owner is retrieved in the response from the Communities Creation request. 
 

2.1.7.3 Adding members 
Users membership within SocIoTal Communities is driven by SocIoTal IdM/FIWARE 
KeyRock roles. A user is considered as part of a community when it has (at least) one role 
assigned. In order to evaluate the functionalities of communities’ management within 
SocIoTal allowing a quick deployment, only two roles are managed in first Communities 
Manager version: Owner and Member, but other roles can easily be defined and managed by 
the platform administrator, through the Keystone V3 API provided by the SocIoTal KeyRock 
instance. 
 

1. Member role: this role allows the user to add resources/entities to the community and 
access (read) registered ones. 

2. Owner role: in addition to Member privileges, it allows to add (and remove) new 
users, by their corresponding user Ids and assign/modify the roles they will have. An 
Owner role can make into an owner an existing member role and vice versa (a 
community may have as many owners as owners decide). Also, this role allows 
modifying the attributes (so far, the name and the description) of the communities 
owned, and even delete them. 

Every pair userId+role will be always linked to a community, whilst a userId could have 
different roles in the same community. This is, User A with role Owner in community X, role 
Member in community Y and no membership in community Z, can modify whatever he/she 
consider in community X, read entities (or register new ones) in community Y and no access 
at all to community Z resources nor users. 
HTTP PUT /SocIoTal_COMM_V1/COMMUNITIES/assignRole method allows registered 
users to add an existing user to a community. The corresponding payload will point the 
userId to add and the roleId this user will have within the community. To call this method, a 
Community-Token scoped to the desired community with owner role is required to be 
included on its header. In order to be added as a community member, a new user should first 
contact any community owner (contact ways can be specified in the “description” of the 
community or just adding a new attribute such “owner e-mail”). 
 
2.1.7.4 Entities registration 
Entities directory in SocIoTal is managed by the Context Manager, so entities registration 
must be done through its API. Integration between Context Manager and Communities 
Manager is done through the Community-Token: SocIoTal CM can read the Community-
Token, in the header of every request, and evaluate this against the SocIoTal Communities 
Manager. This way, SocIoTal CM knows the user the request comes from, the community it 
belongs and the role played. Automatically, it adds the community identifier to the entity ID 
element of the request (either an update, a query, a discovery, a subscribe or a delete 
action) causing an automatic filtering that restricts the scope of the action to the entities 
belonging to the community extracted from the token. Further interactions can also be linked 
to the role or the userId. In the case of new context/entity registration and update context 
(APPEND) action, the userId is extracted from the given Community-Token and 
automatically an “owner” attribute, containing this id is added to the new element registered. 
This way, only the user (identity) that initially registered the context entity will be able to 
update it, while keeps its community membership. 
 
2.1.7.5 Community-Token request 
After user registration, request a Community-Token (HTTP POST 
/SocIoTal_COMM_V1/TOKEN/request) should be the next step. Community-Tokens can be 
used for two main purposes: 
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 User identification/authentication: when requesting a Community-Token, a pair 
user/password must be provided. This pair will be used against the SocIoTal IdM/ 
FIWARE KeyRock to validate the user. Obtaining a valid token means the pair 
user/password is correct, so the user has been authenticated. All Community-Tokens 
complies with this functionality. 

 Community/Domain membership checking: to perform this functionality, the token 
must include information related to the community and the domain it belongs to. In 
order to achieve this, when requesting the token, it must be scoped: this is, in addition 
to the pair username/password, the domain and/or the community should be pointed. 
This way, if the user is properly authenticated and is member of the pointed domain 
and/or community, the token will also include information about the specified domain, 
community and role the user plays on it. 

o If only “domain” is specified, the obtained token will refer only to this domain 
(no reference to communities or roles will be added). This token is useful to 
create/list communities within the given domain. 

o A Community-Token with info related to communities and roles is required to 
perform any action related to users/entities management, and also to 
modify/delete a community. 

 
2.1.7.6 Information access request (to SocIoTal Context Manager) 
Although other SocIoTal components or external applications can make use of the 
Community-Token to manage the access to services provided, here is considered the 
integration with the SocIoTal Context Manager, in order to control the access to entities 
stored in the SocIoTal Entities Directory. This part focuses on accessing a registered entity 
belonging to a community. 
 
2.1.7.6.1 Reading information from a registered device 
Considering, as the starting point, a user (US1) with an identity already registered and 
belonging to an already created community (COM1) grouping a set of already registered (in 
the Context Manager and as part of COM1) entities, from where we can select one 
(COM1:E1). How to achieve these steps is detailed in previous sections. 

To interact with SocIoTal Context Manager (supposing the case communities are used) a 
Community-Token is required. In order US1 wants to read (execute a “queryContext” 
method) the process is: 

1. US1 must first obtain a Community-Token from the Communities Manager scoped to 
COM1. To do this, a HTTP POST to “/SocIoTal_COMM_V1/TOKEN/request” method 
must be called. 

2. If US1 is properly authenticated, Communites Manager will retrieve to the requestor a 
Community-Token, valid for the pointed community (COM1) in the selected domain 
(SocIoTal) that identifies US1 as the requestor user. What is interesting here is the 
UUID of this Community-Token (e.g. fff4ac1b24024ff181a391c835738a6f). 

3. Now US1 has obtained a valid Community-Token, the “queryContext” method call 
should be performed as pointed in SocIoTal WiKi, including the selected entityID. Plus, 
the Community-Token obtained UUID must be added to the Community-Token header 
of the request before calling. 

4. When SocIoTal CM receives the request, it validates the Capability-Token UUID 
captured, identifying the requestor user (US1), the community the token refers to 
(COM1) and the role attached (in order to read entities data, so far, all managed roles 
will be allowed. Further versions may use this attribute to filter actions). 

5. SocIoTal CM will modify the selected entity ID to add, as a prefix to this ID, the 
community Id where the selected entity (COM1:E1) was registered and executes the 
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corresponding query to the SocIoTal’s Entities Resource. This way, if COM1:E1 was 
registered using a COM1 Community-Token, only members able to get a COM1 scoped 
token will read this entity. 

6. Info retrieved by SocIoTal CM from the Entities Directory is filtered and delivered to 
requestor US1. 

A similar process is followed when discovering or subscribing methods are called from a 
requestor. 
 
2.1.7.6.2 Modifying/Updating data of a registered device 
As mentioned before, all the mechanisms involving entities are managed by the SocIoTal 
CM. The Community-Token is the integration key to add communities support to CM. In 
current implementations of SocIoTal CM and Communities Manager, to read entities 
registered within a given community, only extracted communityId parameter is used (userId 
and/or role can be used e.g. in internal log files to register accesses). To modify (including 
delete action) existing entities, apart from the communityId, the attribute “owner”, defined 
when registering a new entity is required. 
The attribute “owner” stores the Id (userId) of the identity that initially registered the entity. In 
order to perform an “updateContext” method, the Community-Token userId included must 
match the userId set as the “owner” of the entity. This owner attribute can also be modified 
by the original entity creator, setting as the new owner any user member of the community. If 
the “owner” is set to “none”, every community member will be able to update the entity. 
 
 
2.1.8 Security Server AAA 
 
2.1.8.1 Authorization 
 
The Access Control module is responsible for making authorization decisions based on 
access control policies. These polices define the permissions that a subject (smart object or 
user) has over certain target resources (e.g., IoT service). Thus, the policies specify which 
particular actions that subjects or groups (communities of bubbles) are allowed to perform 
over a target resource under certain conditions. These conditions usually refer to the context 
information provided by the context manager module. In this regard, the eXtensible Access 
Control Markup Language (XACML) [1] policy language is adopted in SocIoTal to deal with 
authorization policies. 
 
Additionally, it is desirable to employ access control solutions specially meant to IoT 
scenarios. In this sense, the authorization component is able to perform capability-based 
access control based on the mechanism presented in Error! Reference source not found.. 
It describes authorization tokens specified in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and 
optimizations to manage access control on constrained devices. 
 
The SocIoTal Authorization scenario consists of the following main entities: 
 
 Capability Client: performs requests to the Capability Manager to obtain capability tokens, 

which are used to perform actions over entities that are registered with the Context 
Manager. 

 Capability Verifier:,a server receiving access requests from Capability Clients. Such 
access requests contain a capability token, which is evaluated by the Capability Verifier 
in order to deny or grant the requesting action. This entity makes use of the Capability 
Evaluator functionality, which is intended to validate capability tokens. 
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 Capability Manager: a server accepting requests for capability tokens generation. 
Additionally, this entity acts as a client requesting authorization decisions to the Policy 
Decision Point. 

 Policy Decision Point (PDP): It is a server that accepts XACML requests to make 
authorization decisions. The PDP is contacted by the Capability Manager before 
generating a capability token for the Capability Client. 

 Policy Administration Point (PAP): It is a web application responsible for defining and 
managing the access control policies. It provides the functionality so users can define 
XACML policies in a user-friendly way. The PAP has a GUI to facilitate the generation of 
policies. 

 
The following figure shows a scenario for the case where users possess X.509 certificates. 
Firstly, a user (e.g. through the Mobile User Environment) acting as a Capability Client, tries 
to get a capability token from the Capability Manager with her certificate, by specifying the 
NGSI action and the entity for which the token must be generated. Then, the Capability 
Manager authenticates the user and it obtains her ID from the user’s certificate. This ID is 
used to get the identity attributes that are associated to such user and stored in the Keyrock 
IdM. Once the Capability Manager obtains these attributes, it sends a XACML request to the 
PDP in order to ascertain that the user (based on her identity attributes) is authorized to 
perform the NGSI action over the specified entity. If so, the Capability Manager generates a 
capability token associating the privilege to the public key of the user’s certificates. Finally, 
this token is delivered to the user, who can make use of it to perform an action over an entity 
that is in the Context Manager. 
 
 

 

Figure 7: SocIoTal authorization scenario  

 
2.1.8.2 Identity Management 
 
The Identity Management module is responsible for managing the identities of the smart 
objects and users. The module is able to take into account privacy concerns to manage 
subjects’ credentials (from users or smart objects), in a privacy-preserving way relying on 
anonymous credential systems. It is able to endow subjects with mechanisms to ensure 
anonymity, which is done mainly issuing pseudonyms and proof of credentials to minimal 
personal data disclosure. 
The Identity Management system is responsible for managing and storing the credentials, 
which are used by subjects to request information from an IoT services. The IdM allows 
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users to obtain the proper credentials that can be use afterwards to derive proofs of identity 
to be presented to a Verifier (e.g., IoT Service provider) in order to prove the identity 
condition while disclosing the minimum amount of private information.  
The component is endowed with the Idemix cryptographic that is responsible for low level 
cryptographic operations required by the anonymous credential system. The information 
provided by the Context Manager module is used by the IdM to handle the usage of partial 
identities under a specific context.  
 
The SocIoTal IdM has been integrated within the FI-WARE IdM, i.e., the Keyrock IdM. The 
SocIoTal IdM Issuer, which is in charge of generating the Idemix credentials, is able to 
communicate with the Keyrock to generate the credentials based on the attributes stored in 
the Keyrock for the user requesting the credential. To this end, the SocIoTal IdM provides a 
Java library to interact with Keyrock by means of the SCIM standard Error! Reference 
source not found.. This library provides methods such as add, remove or update users. 
 
Because SocIoTal IdM relies on Keyrock, users profile management is delegated to Keyrock, 
the rest of the components of the Sociotal framework interacts with Keyrock through the 
Sociotal IdM. 
 
 
The IdM components that have been designed and implemented in the scope of SocIoTal 
are enumerated below:  
 

 SocIoTal IdM Client: This is client application that allows obtaining Idemix credentials 
from the Issuer Server. It also allows interact with the Verifier server which can 
validate the partial identity derived from the credential. 

 
 SocIoTal-Issuer-Server: This is a web application which allows generating Idemix 

credentials for clients. The client must be authenticated against the Issuer using a 
valid certificate. The Issuer also supports the verification functionality. 

 
 SocIoTal-Verifier-Server: This is a web application, which is able to validate partial 

identities presented by the client application. 
 
 SocIoTal-IdM-Enabled-Capability Manager: This is a web application that allows 

users to obtain capability tokens using their partial identities. In other words, it allows 
authenticating and demonstrating their attributes by means of Idemix proofs of having 
a valid credential issued by the Issuer. 

 
 SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client: This is a library that provides a basic API for identity 

management by implementing a client to interact with the FI-WARE KeyRock server. 
 
 
2.1.8.3 Authentication 
 
The authentication module verifies if a subject is truly who or what it claims to be. 
Authentication services are provided by the SocIoTal Identity Management (IdM) system. 
Besides the conventional password-based and key-based mechanisms, the SocIoTal IdM 
also supports authentication based on anonymous credentials. 
 
Login password-based authentication 
 

The SocIoTal IdM relies on the Keyrock IdM to perform this kind of authentication. To 
this end, the SocIoTal IdM library provides a method that given the username and 
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password authenticates the user against the keyrock and generates an authentication 
token that can be used afterwards to perform other actions against the Keyrock IdM. 
The SocIoTal Keyrock IdM client library provides two main methods for dealing with 
this kind of authentication. The first method is for authenticating a user registered in 
the Keyrock given the password and username and its domain. The second method, 
provided by the Keyrock IdM client, is for validating a given token ID. 

 
PKI-based authentication 
 

SocIoTal framework allows users to authenticate using their digital certificates. It 
requires a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) where the user’s certificates are signed by 
the Certificate Authority (CA) and validated on the server side. The IdM server 
performs client authentication based on asymmetric-key cryptographic. This is done 
actually by the IdM web server that authenticates the client that must possess the 
private key associated with its public X509 certificate (the server trusts the CA). 

 
Anonymous credentials based authentication 

This kind of authentication is done by the SocIoTal privacy-preserving IdM, which 
offers a claim-based solution for authentication. The SocIoTal IdM relies on an 
anonymous credential system, namely Idemix from IBM [4], to ensure a privacy and 
minimal disclosure of personal information.  

 
 
2.2 Enhancement of FIWARE platform 
 
This paragraph presents the novel elements that are not present in the Fi-Ware library. 
 
2.2.1 Sensinact studio 
 
The sensiNact studio is connected to sensiNact gateway via an HTTP RESTful API. That 
enables to interact with registered devices, provided services and held resources. A rest 
server at sensiNact studio side allows bidirectional communication with sensiNact gateway. 
From the sensiNact studio the developer can interact with a remote device using the 
resource model principle: ACT/GET/SET/SUBSCRIBE. The availability of these operations 
depends on devices capabilities and its security configuration. 
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Figure 8: interactions between sensiNact studio and sensiNact gateway 

 
The Studio comes with a Domain Specific Language (DSL) based on the ECA axiom, i.e., 
the sensiNact syntax, in order to deal with the event-driven IoT environment. The developer 
uses the information available at runtime to compose its application. The sensiNact syntax is 
composed of the following block (and summarized with an example in the Table 1): 
 
 The shortcut block: each resource is accessible through a unique URI. This block aims 

at creating shortcut for the next blocks. The keyword to create a shortcut is resource 
followed the shortcut name and the URI of the resource. 

 The event block: the developer defines on which resources the application is 
processed. When the event is thrown and corresponds to the expected event, the 
application goes to the next block. The keyword to create this one line block is on 
followed by the shortcut of the resource and the keyword subscribe. Subscription to a 
resource can also be conditional. 

 The conditional block: once the application has been triggered, and before the action 
can be done, the data from the resource has to satisfy the conditional block. The 
keyword for this block is if followed by the condition to validate. 

 

 
deploy undeploy start stop 

AppManager 
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 The action block: if the conditional block is satisfied, actions are performed in the order 
that they are listed. The actions can be physical actions on actuators or virtual actions 
such as changing the format of a data using a mathematical function. The available 
actions, also named functions, are listed below: 
- Basic functions: addition, subtraction, division, multiplication, modulo, string 

concatenation, substring, various operators (e.g., equals, greater than, lesser than, 
different), ACT and SET methods on sensiNact resources. 

- Complex Event Processing functions (using the Esper library): after, before, 
coincides, average, average deviation, count, max, min, median, standard deviation, 
and sum. 

 
[resource <resource>]+ 
 
on <events> 
[if <condition> do]+ 
[<actions>]+ 
[else do]? 
[<actions>]?+ 
end if; 

resource shortcutLightOn=/URI/of/the/lightOn 
resource shortcutLightOff=/URI/of/the/lightOff 
resource shortcutButton=/URI/of/the/button 
on shortcutButton.subscribe() 
if shortcut.get() == true do 
  shortcutLightOn.act() 
else do 
  shortcutLightOff.act() 
end if; 

Table 1: sensiNact syntax using ECA and a simple example applied to a button and a light.  

This example turns on a light when the button state is “true” and turns off the light otherwise. 
 
The graphical representation follows the same logic of device description to facilitate 
application development with sensiNact environment. The user can find resources, access 
methods and condition entities in the tools bar of the GDL (Graphical Description Language) 
in order to link the resources between them with conditions. The DSL and the GDL editors 
are synchronized automatically in order to help the developer to choose both ways of 
creating the applications. 
To develop an application with the GDL, the user can use Drag and Drop functionalities from 
the deployment view, thus allowing the user deciding which devices to use to develop its 
application. The user also can use the GDL tool bar to add a device resource, a condition 
and connections between them. The property view can be used to assist the user defining a 
condition details (this functionality use also XText capability in the property view). 
The sensiNact syntax is a human readable syntax, showing concepts and relationships 
between them. However, the gateway needs an easy to parse syntax, which should be less 
verbose to be easily transmitted to the gateway over a network. For this reason, we have 
followed the approach summarized on Figure 9. 
 
 

 

Figure 9: Application deployment. 

An application is written using the sensiNact syntax, then it is converted into a JSON file and 
sent to the gateway that deploys and runs it. 
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On the left of the schema, the file directly edited in the studio is transformed, thanks to XText 
into graph of Java objects. This graph is then processed to generate a JSON file, finally 
transmitted to the AppManager, i.e., the service in the gateway in charge of managing the 
applications, hosted by the gateway. 

2.2.2 Sensinact gateway 
 
2.2.2.1 CEP engine 
 
A sensiNact Application remote execution corresponds to the interpretation and execution of 
JSON schema by the AppManager of the sensiNact Gateway. JSON representations are an 
equivalent light textual form of Event-Condition-Action (ECA). They are generated by 
sensiNact studio after execution request by the developer. 
 
To handle applications using the temporal/aggregation operators an ECA converter looks for 
complex event processing operators and then generate corresponding JSON CEP schema. 
When it is interpreted and executed by the CEP-engine, new services with these operations 
capabilities are created, following the sensiNact gateway services model. 
Complex Event Processing (CEP) emerged from Stream Processing as a way to facilitate the 
development of “Filters/Actors” and make it “declarative”. CEP engines provide a declarative 
way of transforming a set of input streams into one or more output streams. The declarative 
language provided by CEP is usually based on some extension of SQL to include time, 
pattern matching and causality. In line with the Stream Processing principles, CEP operates 
on typed data streams. 

 

Figure 10: Stream Processing Principle1 

Esper (http://esper.codehaus.org/ ) is an Open Source available in Java, and C#. Esper is a 
CEP engine widely used in a wide variety of applications ranging from the Capital Market to 
Defense and Aerospace (http://www.espertech.com).  

Esper Rules are expressed using EPL2 (Esper Processing Language), which can be seen as 
an extension of SQL with support for time, causality and pattern matching. An Event Query in 
Esper EPL such as “When the number of ticks per second for any second falls below 75% of 
the average number of ticks per second, over the last 10 seconds” looks like this:  select 
feed,avg(cnt) as avgCnt, cnt  as feedCnt from TicksPerSecond.win:time(10  seconds)  group  by 
feed having cnt<avg(cnt) * 0.75 

                                                 
1	Angelo	CORSARO,	Slides:	stream	processing	with	DDS	and	CEP,	Ph.D.,	Chief	Technology	Officer,	OMG	
DDS	 Sig	 Co‐Chair,	 PrismTech(http://fr.slideshare.net/Angelo.Corsaro/stream‐processing‐with‐dds‐
and‐cep	)	
2http://esper.codehaus.org/	
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The Esper engine works a bit like a database turned upside-down. Instead of storing the data 
and running queries against stored data, the Esper engine allows applications to store 
queries and run the data through. Response from the Esper engine is real-time when 
conditions occur that match queries. The execution model is thus continuous rather than only 
when a query is submitted. 
 
Esper component is integrated within the sensiNact gateway as the CEP engine component. 
The principle behind this architecture is to ensure sensors events pattern detection. For 
certain applications, single events are insignificant; so a CEP engine can detect 
combinations of events, and generate derived events, called events patterns, which are more 
useable for IoT applications. The gateway feeds Esper engine with device events, which are 
then handled by Esper and are routed to subscribers according to the patterns of events 
mentioned already to the CEP. 
 

 

Figure 11: Communication between Esper engine and the gateway components 

Each sensiNact application could request a subscription to an event pattern for one time 
notification, many or continuously. For that, a pattern representation is needed which could 
be sent via any supported consumer protocol. Esper engine component creates an agent 
event pattern handler that will detect the corresponding combined event and forward it to the 
sensiNact application.  

The Application Manager is the component within the sensiNact gateway responsible for 
creating IoT applications. It allows to deploy, delete, start and stop them: 

• An event is produced by a resource or the output of an application 

• An application wraps a function and generate a new event, 

• An application is described by an ADL (Architecture Description Language). 
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Figure 12: Application component 

An application, reified as a Service of the AppManager ServiceProvider in the sensiNact 
gateway presents its own lifecycle. The application can be started, stopped and uninstalled 
by the way of the three dedicated ActionResources it provides. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Application lifecycle 

Additionally to the provided feature allowing to manage the lifecycle of a deployed 
application, the AppManager component introduces the watchdog mechanism (Figure 14) 
aiming at:  

 handling listened resource(s) appearance/disappearance 
 handling function block execution errors 

 

 

 

Input events 

Application 
Components 
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Figure 14 : Application watchdog 
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Section 3 -  Final Data Models 
 
The final data model, retained to ensure a consistency for the whole platform is detailed in 
this part. It enables the data exchange between the SocIoTal elements. 
 
3.1 Context Manager 
 
SocIoTal Context Manager supports the data model that defines context entities and so, 
drives the way context information is shared and used. This data model has been already 
introduced in D1.2.1 [23], as the Virtual Entity Model and adopted as shown in D3.2.1 Error! 
Reference source not found. to represent SocIoTal Context Entities. This model is based 
on OMA NGSI Context model [20]. The “entity” is the main focus of interactions by user and 
software agents in the IoT world, constituting the main “Context Producer”. In addition to 
the profile properties such as name and identifier, the SocIoTal Context Model includes 
properties as its location and description elements for features of interest that can be 
observed by a sensing mechanism or can be changed/controlled by an actuation process. In 
a simplified way (Figure 15), following the introduced OMA specifications, the model that 
define an entity is divided into two main blocks: 

 Entity Definition, that encloses the information needed to identify the entity and the 
type it belongs 

 Set of attributes, including all the different set of data the entity can somehow offer. 
These attributes also conform the context of the entity. The attributes are composed 
by its name, type, metadata (definition of what the attribute includes and how it can 
be read) and the values themselves. 

ENTITY DEFINITION
‐ Entity ID
‐ Entity TYPE
‐ […]

A
TT
R
IB
U
TE
S

Attribute 1
     ‐ Attribute Type
     ‐[…] Current Values

Attribute METADATA

Attribute N
     ‐ Attribute Type
     ‐[…] Current Values

Attribute METADATA

[…]

V
ir
tu
al
 E
nt
it
y 
D
at
a 
M
o
d
e
l

 

Figure 15: SocIoTal Context Data according OMA and IoT‐A 

 
 
3.2 Security Server AAA 
 
3.2.1 Authentication 
 
Login-password authentication method is provided by relying on Fi-ware Keyrock. The 
interaction within Keyrock can be done using the Sociotal Keyrock client java library, or it can 
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be done directly through the API rest interface provided by Keyrock (which in turn relies on 
Keystone). 
 
The Authenticates an identity and generates a token. Uses the password authentication 
method. Authorization is unscoped. The request body must include a payload that specifies 
the authentication method, which is password, and the user, by ID or name, and password 
credentials.  
 
Keyrock login-password Authentication Request 
 

Name In Type Description 

domain body object A domain object, containing: 

name 
(Optional) 

body string 
The user name. Required if you do not specify the ID of the 
user. If you specify the user name, you must also specify the 
domain, by ID or name. 

auth body object An auth object. 

user body object A user object. 

password body string The user password. 

id (Optional) body string 
The ID of the user. Required if you do not specify the user 
name. 

identity body object An identity object. 

methods body array 
The authentication method. For password authentication, specify 
password. 

nocatalog 
(Optional) 

query string 
(Since v3.1) The authentication response excludes the service 
catalog. By default, the response includes the service catalog. 

 
 
Keyrock Authentication Request Example 
 
{ 
  "{ 
    "auth": { 
        "identity": { 
            "methods": [ 
                "password" 
            ], 
            "password": { 
                "user": { 
                    "name": "admin", 
                    "domain": { 
                        "id": "default" 
                    }, 
                    "password": "devstacker" 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 

 
 
3.2.2 Authorization 
 
As explained in Section 1, SocIoTal supports capability based access control. The data 
model used for representing a capability token is explained below. Figure 16 shows and 
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example of usage of the token where a particular subject is permitted to perform the action 
queryContext over any resource of the device Dev_001. 
 
{ 
  "id": "n73kkkihqq218aj20r99f3qdkm", 
  "ii": 1455796439, 
  "is": "capabilitymanager@um.es", 
  "su": "d96aa41f9293bb95843c8632f059e561eaddb00beb1054c636ee3fbc1c0ce64a", 
  "del": "MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAqu...”, 
  "de": "SocIoTal:IoTWeek:WeatherStation:Dev_001", 
  "si": "hLSvWg8dmGw84HYL78tOgpmNkCJuzkPoIMHjd8jf3djdslm...”, 
  "ar": [ 
    { 
      "ac": "queryContext", 
      "re": "*" 
    } 
  ], 
  "nb": 1455796439, 
  "na": 1455807439 
} 

Figure 16: Capability Token example 

A brief description of each field is provided: 

 Identifier (id). This field is used to unequivocally identify a capability token. A random 
or pseudorandom technique will be employed by the issuer to ensure this identifier is 
unique. 

 Issued-time (ii). It identifies the time at which the token was issued as the number of 
seconds from 1970-01-01T0:0:0Z. 

 Issuer(is). The entity that issued the token and, therefore, the signer of it. 

 Subject(su). It makes reference to the subject’s public key to which the rights from 
the token are granted.  

 Device(de). It is a URI used to unequivocally identify the device to which the token 
applies. 

 Signature(si). It carries the digital signature of the token encoded through Base64. 

 Access Rights (ar). This field represents the set of rights that the issuer has granted 
to the subject.  

o Action(ac). Its purpose is to identify a specific NGSI-9/NGSI-10 granted 
action (e.g. queryContext) 

o Resource(re). It represents the resource in the device for which the action is 
granted. 

 Not Before (nb). The time before which the token must not be accepted. Its value 
cannot be earlier than the II field and it implies the current time must be after or equal 
than NB. 

 Not After (na). It represents the time after which the token must not be accepted. 

 
 
Authorization Policy model 
 
SocIoTal Authorization system relies on a Policid Decision Point (PDP) which make access 
control decisions based on authorization policies. This Policiy Decision Point is an engine 
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that evaluates XACML policies. An authorization policy example based on XACML 
authorization policy data model is shown below. 
 

<Policy “SocIoTal_example”> 
 <Target> 
  <Resource> 
   <AttributeValue DataType="String">bubbleB/userU/position</AttributeValue> 
   <ResourceAttributeDesignator DataType="String" AttributeId="resource-id" /> 
  </Resource> 
  <Action> 
   <AttributeValue DataType="String">get</AttributeValue> 
   <ActionAttributeDesignator DataType="String" AttributeId=" action-id " 
  </Action> 
 </Target> 
 <Rule “Permit"> 
  <Target> 
   <Subject> 
    <AttributeValue DataType="String">bubbleA</AttributeValue> 
    <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId="subject-id" DataType="String"/> 
   </Subject> 
  </Target> 
 </Rule> 
 <Obligations "trust" FulfillOn="Permit"> 
  <Apply “trust-greater-than-or-equal">0.7</Apply> 
 </Obligations> 
 <Rule "Deny"> 
</Policy> 

XACML policy example for the SocIoTal access control system 
 
The policies allow any subject of bubble to perform the get action over “bubbleB/userU/position” 
 
 
3.2.3 Identity Manager 
 
The following snippet of code shows an Idemix credential structure supported by default by 
the SocIoTal Idemix Issuer. As it can be seen it supports 13 identity attributes, corresponding 
to the 13 attributes supported by our Keyrock instance. Notice that the Keyrock instance was 
enhanced to support all these attributes, which are included in SCIM standard. 
 
{ 
 
  <CredentialStructure xmlns="http://www.zurich.ibm.com/security/idemix/credentialStructure" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.zurich.ibm.com/security/idemix/credentialStructure ./xsd/Creden
tialStructure.xsd"> 
<References> 
    <IssuerPublicKey>http://host:port/idemix/files/ipk.xml</IssuerPublicKey> 
</References> 
<Attributes> 
     <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="id" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="userName" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="domain_id" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="name" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="active" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="email" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="nickName" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="country" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="locality" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="postalCode" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="streetAddress" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="department" type="string"/> 
    <Attribute issuanceMode="known" name="organization" type="string"/> 
</Attributes> 
<Features/> 
<Implementation> 
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    <AttributeOrder> 
         <Attribute name="id">1</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="userName">2</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="domain_id">3</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="name">4</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="active">5</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="email">6</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="nickName">7</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="country">8</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="locality">9</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="postalCode">10</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="streetAddress">11</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="department">12</Attribute> 
        <Attribute name="organization">13</Attribute> 
    </AttributeOrder> 
</Implementation> 
 </CredentialStructure> 
 
} 

IdM Credential structure  

 
 
3.3 Trust Manager 
 
A Trust Manager component uses computation logic composed of rules mapped from JSON 
format to the relational database using data model. Each application has one rule table 
assigned and populated with combination of rules for the given application ID. Trust Manager 
can compare two attributes value or attribute value against a custom value.   
 
 
 
3.3.1 Data model 
The general logic of the Trust manager is based on comparing conditions based on a set of 
rules: if a rule is met then logic assigns number 5 as weight, if not it assigns 1. For a number 
of conditions final reputation score is a mean of all assigned weights. 
 
The data model includes a list of rule elements, each one with the following fields: 

 Attribute: 
o applicationId: String, unique ID of the application that starts the reputation 

computation. This ID is used for extraction of the final reputation score from 
the Context Manager 

o deviceId: String, entity ID of the context from the Context Manager 
o name: String, name of the attribute 
o value: Value for the metadata 
o type: String, data type for the value 
o Metadatas: a list of metadata for the attribute in the Context Manager 

 name: String, name of the metadata 
 value: Value for the metadata 
 type: String, data type for the value 

o id:  int, ID of the attribute from the relational database 
 attribute: String, an attribute with value that is going to be compared  
 operandKeyword: keyword used for comparing two attribute, default is “IS”.  
 compareAttribute: value used for comparison. If value compared to is not an 

attribute from Context Manager but a random value the compareAttribute type should 
be set as “string", if it is compared with another value from the Context Manager then 
it should be set as “attribute”. 
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Logic: 
1. check if rule is satisfied and if it is assign 5 
2. If condition is not satisfied default weight value will be 1 
3. Reputation score is a mean calculated from all reputation weights 
 
The JSON example built using previous model that is used for a process of registration which 
is a first step that initiates the calculation of the reputation score is given below: 
 

[  
  {  
    "applicationId":"iot_week", 
    "attribute":{  
      "deviceId":"SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
      "name":"SocialRelation" 
    }, 
 
    "operandKeyword":"IS", 
 
    "compareAttribute":{  
          
      "value":"SOCIAL", 
      "type":"String" 
    } 
     
    
  }, 
 
  {  
    "applicationId":"iot_week", 
    "attribute":{  
      "deviceId":"SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
      "name":"SocialRelation" 
    }, 
    
   "operandKeyword":"IS", 
 
    "compareAttribute":{  
      "value":"PERSONAL", 
     "type":"String" 
 
    }     
 
  }, 
   
  {  
    "applicationId":"iot_week", 
    "attribute":{  
      "deviceId":"SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_001", 
      "name":"SocialRelation" 
    }, 
 
    "operandKeyword":"IS", 
 
    "compareAttribute":{  
          
      "value":"SOCIAL", 
      "type":"String" 
    } 
     
    
  }, 
 
  {  
    "applicationId":"iot_week", 
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    "attribute":{  
      "deviceId":"SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_001", 
      "name":"SocialRelation" 
    }, 
    
   "operandKeyword":"IS", 
 
    "compareAttribute":{  
      "value":"PERSONAL", 
     "type":"String" 
 
    }     
 
  } 
] 

 
As previously mentioned, if attribute value is compared against custom provided value like in 
the example above, compareAttribute type must be equal “string”.  
 
 
 

Model example: 
 

ArrayList<Rule> 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
Rule(String application_id,  Attribute attribute, String operandKeyword, Attribute 
compareAttr, float reputationWeight)  
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
Attribute(deviceId, attributeName, attributeValue) 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
. 
. 
. 
Rule1() 
Rule2() 
Rule3() 
RuleN() 

 
Example of employment of rule model to the JSON example given below shows pseudo 
calculation for a case when two devices must have a certain value for an attribute, i.e. when 
two devices are nearby in the same room, which is extracted as an attribute with a certain 
value from the Context Manager: 
 

Rule (“iot_week”;   
Attribute=> deviceId =”SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002” , 
name=”DiscoveredDevice”; IS, “Kostas MacBook Pro”)  
 
Rule (“iot_week”;   
Attribute=> deviceId =”SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_001” , 
name=”SocialRelation”; IS, “SOCIAL”) 

...  

 
The Trust Manager queryContext for device with the id “VirtualSmartphoneContext_002” 
attributes and check if attribute name “DiscoveredDevice“ has value “Kostas MacBook Pro”, 
then it checks if attribute name “SocialRelation” has value “PUBLIC” or “SOCIAL”. This 
simple example could be extended with more rules required for different use cases. 
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Get the attributes from the Context Manager using queryContext 
 

SocIoTal SERVER     xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:xxxxx 
GET                 /SocIoTal_CM_REST_V3/EXTENDED/queryContext/ 
VirtualSmartphoneContext_002 
HEADERS 
                    Content‐type     application/json 
                    Accept           application/json 

 
      Response: 
  

{ 
    "contextElements": [ 
        { 
            "type": "urn:x‐org:sociotal:resource:device", 
            "id": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
            "attributes": [ 
                { 
                    "type": "boolean", 
                    "value": "false", 
                    "metadatas": [ 
                        { 
                            "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/pseudonym", 
                            "value": "Kostas MacBook Pro", 
                            "name": "DiscoveredDevice" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": "string", 
                            "value": "PUBLIC", 
                            "name": "SocialRelation" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
                            "value": "20150330T125957Z", 
                            "name": "DateTimeStamp" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/Location", 
                            "value": "12.34567, ‐12.34567", 
                            "name": "Location" 
                        } 
                    ], 
                    "name": "F2FInteraction" 
                } 
            ], 
            "isPattern": "false" 
        } 
    ], 
    "updateAction": "APPEND" 
} 

 
 
 
 
3.4 Profile Manager 
 
3.4.1 Group Manager 
 
The Group Manager component is based on the use of the Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based 
Encryption (CP-ABE) cryptographic scheme [2] in order to enable a secure data sharing 
mechanism with groups of entities. The functionality of this component is mainly split into two 
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entities: the Group Manager Server or Attribute Authority (AA), and the Group Manager 
Client.  
 
In order to enable a CP-ABE based secure group sharing mechanism, the corresponding 
CP-ABE keys must be delivered to the smart objects. Indeed, the security of the model 
depends on the fact that proper keys are generated for legitimate entities. Consequently, an 
explicit authentication mechanism is required in order to generate CP-ABE keys associated 
to the set of identity attributes related to a smart object. In this sense, the AA is intended to 
generate the required cryptographic material so clients are able to encrypt and decrypt data. 
Specifically, it is responsible for generating and delivering CP-ABE keys, which are 
associated to set of identity attributes of a specific client. These attributes are obtained from 
the Keyrock IdM. 
And they following the SCIM standard. In particular, CP-ABE keys are associated to this 
subset of identity attributes: 
 

o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:domain 
o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:department 
o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:streetAddress 
o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:locality 
o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:postalCode 
o urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:country. 

 
Moreover, the Group Manager Client is intended to make requests to the AA to obtain CP-
ABE keys, which are used to share information with a group or bubble of entities in a secure 
way. Additionally, it provides the required functionality to encrypt and decrypt information, 
which is sent or requested through the SocIoTal Context Manager by using NGSI-9/NGSI-10. 
The Group Manager Client can act as a data producer (sending encrypted data to the 
Context Manager) or consumer (querying encrypted data from it). For example, Figure 17 
shows an example of an update message (i.e., by using the updateContext method from 
NGSI9-10) by which a Group Manager Client (acting as a producer) updates the value of the 
attribute temperature (entity entityId_01_bubbleA) with a new encrypted value. This value is 
the result of the encryption of the temperature’s value by using a certain CP-ABE policy. This 
policy is a logical combination of a subset of the mentioned identity attributes (and values 
associated). For example, a valid CP-ABE policy could be represented as “domain=active 
AND locality=Murcia”. The encrypted value is modelled as a metadata of it under the name 
cph. For a more detailed description about these messages, see D3.3 [33] 
 

Payload: 
{ 
 "contextElements": [ 
     { 
      "type": "typeA", 
      "isPattern": "false", 
      "id": "entityId_01_bubbleA", 
      "attributes": [ 
      { 
       "name": "temperature", 
       "type": "string", 
       "value": "temperature_value_ecncryptedd", 
       "metadatas": [ 
       { 
        "name": "cph", 
        "type": "string", 
        "value": "encrypted_value" 
       } 
       ] 
      } 
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      ] 
     } 
     ], 
     "updateAction": "UPDATE" 
} 
 

Figure 17: Update message example for CP‐ABE based group communication 

 
In this way, a Group Manager Client (acting as a consumer) is able to subscribe against a 
specific entity to receive updates from it. An example of this message is shown in Figure X, 
in which it subscribes to the Context Manager to receive updates from the attribute specified 
in the previous figure.  
 

Payload: 
{ 
 "entities": [ 
 { 
  "type": "typeA", 
  "isPattern": "false", 
  "id": "entityId_01_bubbleA" 
 } 
 ], 
 "attributes": [ 
      "temperature" 
     ], 
 "reference": "http://83.33.158.192:9000/entity", 
 "duration": "PT5M", 
 "notifyConditions": [ 
 { 
  "type": "ONCHANGE", 
  "condValues": [ 
   "temperature" 
  ] 
 } 
 ], 
 "throttling": "PT5S" 
} 
 

Figure 18: Subscription message example for CP‐ABE based group communication 

Therefore, in this case, it will receive the updated values from temperature in an encrypted 
way. Consequently, it will try to decrypt the new value by using the CP-ABE key that was 
previously obtained. If this key (i.e. the associated attributes) satisfy the CP-ABE policy that 
was used for encryption, the new value will be decrypted. Otherwise, it will be hidden for this 
consumer. 
 
 
3.5 Interaction of Sensinact with the platform 
 
The sensiNact gateway is Java OSGi based and uses JSON formated data. The resource 
model is a hierarchical five-tiered tree: A ServiceProvider owns Services which in turn own 
Resources, which hold Attributes, on which apply Metadata. To describe one element of this 
tree there is no restriction about how many sub-elements it can contain. The description of a 
resource and its value (result of an access method execution) are distinct from one to the 
other. The choice of this separation is to lighten the work of components whose work is to 
process the result of an access method execution, by avoiding the reification of big high level 
data structures to only extract the content of one (or two) attribute(s). 
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Service Provider Description 

As only the resources are the containers of information, those which target the service 
provider are grouped in a specific service called the administration. Those resources can be 
one specifying the location, or the vendor of the device, or any other data that are common to 
all provided services (and so resources). Formally, a service provider is a JSON object 
containing an array of services. 
 
Example - description of the “u7jcfa_fixed_t555” service provider 
 
{"name":"u7jcfa_fixed_t555","services":["admin","TimeInstant","batteryCharge","luminousFlux
","temperature"]} 

 
Service Description 
 
It gathers a set of resources and contains by default a link to the location resource of the 
ServiceProvider it belongs to. 
 
Example - description of the luminous flux service of the “u7jcfa_fixed_t555” service provider 
 
{"name":"luminousFlux","resources":[{"name":"location","type":"PROPERTY"},{"name":"sensor",
"type":"SENSOR"}]} 

 
 
Resource Description 

- the data structures are mainly nestings of triplets : name, type and value. 
- the type of the resource itself can be : property, state variable, sensor, or action 
- the type key of a 'name-type-value' data structure (embedded in the resource 

description) can have a primitive as value (byte, short, int, long, double, char, boolean, 
[string]) or the canonical name of the java class used to reify it in the gateway. 

- for each resource the access method signatures are also described in a JSON array. 
Some of them can be shortcuts to other ones: a GET method without parameter is a 
shortcut to the GET method whose unique parameter "attributeName" has for value 
"value", for example. A parameter of an access method can be completed with the 
constraints linked to it, and later with the JSON schema of the expected JSON object 
from which to reify the appropriate Java object in the  gateway. 

- at least two metadata exist for each attribute : the "hidden" one defining whether the 
attribute has to be specified in the description of the resource, and the "modifiable" one 
defining whether the value of the attribute can be modified by the client. By default, the « 
hidden » attribute is not visible in the description (if the attribute is visible that's mean 
that this metadata value is set to false, and if it is set to true the client is, at the end, not 
aware of that) 

 
- a metadata specified as « dynamic » will be added to the result of an access method 

execution 
- timestamps are « epoch » (number of seconds since 1970 January the first) x 1000 

(epoch in milliseconds) formatted  ; To avoid the reification of high level objects to make 
calculations (that are at least as easy with this format). High level programming 
languages handle this format 
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Example – the sensor resource description of the luminous flux service 
 
{ 
  "accessMethods": [ 
    { 
      "name": "GET", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "attributeName", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "GET", 
      "parameters": [] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SET", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "attributeName", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "value", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "java.lang.Object", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "attributeName", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "listener", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "fr.cea.sna.gateway.core.model.message.Recipient", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "listener", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "fr.cea.sna.gateway.core.model.message.Recipient", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "conditions", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "java.util.Set", 
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          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "listener", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "fr.cea.sna.gateway.core.model.message.Recipient", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "attributeName", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "listener", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "fr.cea.sna.gateway.core.model.message.Recipient", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "conditions", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "java.util.Set", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "SUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "subscriptionId", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    { 
      "name": "UNSUBSCRIBE", 
      "parameters": [ 
        { 
          "name": "attributeName", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        }, 
        { 
          "name": "subscriptionId", 
          "constraints": [], 
          "type": "string", 
          "fixed": false 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
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  ], 
  "name": "sensor", 
  "attributes": [ 
    { 
      "name": "value", 
      "type": "string", 
      "metadata": [ 
        { 
          "dynamic": false, 
          "name": "modifiable", 
          "value": false, 
          "type": "boolean" 
        }, 
        { 
          "dynamic": true, 
          "name": "timestamp", 
          "value": 1452726961264, 
          "type": "long" 
        }, 
        { 
          "dynamic": false, 
          "name": "friendlyName", 
          "value": "sensor", 
          "type": "string" 
        }, 
        { 
          "dynamic": true, 
          "name": "orion‐code", 
          "value": "lm", 
          "type": "string" 
        } 
      ] 
    } 
  ],  "type": "SENSOR"} 

 

Access Method result 

Example  -  result of a GET access method execution without parameter (or with one parameter 
targeting the "value" attribute) of the luminous flux resource described above. 
 
{"response":{"timestamp":1452726961264,"name":"sensor","value":"4436.62","type":"string","o
rion‐code":"lm"},"statusCode":200,"uri":"/u7jcfa_fixed_t555/luminousFlux/sensor"} 

 

Location resource 

As the location is frequently needed context information, by default a service provider always 
contains one (its administration service in fact), and a link to it is created in all services it 
provides. Its  content is a  « <latitude>,<longitude> » formatted string as value 

Restful Access API :  

It allows accessing the available service providers, their services and resources via 
HTTP/REST.  
The base URL is : {http://host:port}/sensiNact   
 

The SensiNact host is 193.48.18.248 and the port is 8091. 
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3.6 Enablers 
 
3.6.1 F2F enabler 
 
The F2F enabler infers the existence of real-world social interactions based on peoples’ 
interpersonal distance and relative orientation. It also understands the social relation among 
people by measuring their interpersonal distance and mapping it their social relation based 
on psychology. The F2F enabler consists of two modules 

 Inference  
 Communication 

 
3.6.1.1 Inference 
The inference module conducts all the appropriate computations for estimating the existence 
of a social interaction and also the social relation of the users. The process consists of two 
main components, the sensing and the estimation. During the sensing process the enabler 
retrieves data from various inertial sensors such as accelerometer and magnetic field for the 
direction estimation process, as well as Bluetooth Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) 
from nearby devices in order to estimate the interpersonal distance with the devices in 
vicinity. Following is the estimation component that leverages the data retrieved during the 
sensing process and performs the inference of the social interaction and the social relation. 
For the social interaction detection, the data from the inertial sensors enable the computation 
of users facing direction. The devices in vicinity through an ad-hoc mode exchange their 
users’ facing directions. This allows the computation of the relative orientation between two 
users, which is one indicator of the existence of a social interaction. The second indicator is 
the interpersonal distance estimation that is performed based on the Bluetooth RSSI, where 
a machine-learning model provides a fine-grained distance estimation of the interpersonal 
distance between two users. Together these two estimations are merged in order to infer the 
existence of a social interaction. More detailed explanation of the enabler is offered in D3.1.1 
[31] and D3.1.2 [32]. 
 
3.6.1.2 Communication 
This module allows the enabler to communicate with the SocIoTal platform and provide the 
inferred information about users’ social interactions and social relation to a centralised point. 
In particular, the communication is conducted with the SocIoTal Context Manager, where all 
the social interaction data are published, allowing other components to utilise the provide 
information, such as the Trust Manager to estimate the trust levels among the various users. 
 
3.6.1.2.1.1 Data format 
The F2F enabler publishes behavioural information related to users social interactions and 
social relations to the SocIoTal Context Manager. In particular, the information published to 
the SocIoTal Context Manager are explained below: 
 

 name: F2FInteration 
 value: “true” or “false”. “true” indicates the existence of a social interaction and “false” 

indicates that there is no on-going social interaction. 
 type: boolean 
 metadatas: As metadata, there are various types of information included such as the 

location, timestamp and the social relation between the two users. 
 
The communication between the F2F enabler and the SocIoTal Context Manager is 
performed through a RESTful API and the data are modelled based on JSON structure. The 
Content Manager provides two main interfaces: the NGSI9 that allows the components to 
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register the context entities and the NGSI10 that allows the components to publish and 
subscribe to particular context entities. 
 
Currently the F2F enabler utilizes the NGSI10 interface in order to publish social interaction 
information to the Context Manager but also allow other components to query the Context 
Manager for behavioural data. The main functionalities provided by the Context Manager in 
order to create – read – update – delete context are: 
 

 APPEND. Create the social interaction context entity for a particular device and also 
publishes information related to users’ social interactions. The information is 
published to the Context Manager. 

 UPDATE. Update the social interaction context entity for a particular device, by 
modifying the existing context with the newly provided information. 

 DELETE. Deletes the social interaction context entity for a particular device, by 
removing the existing context entity record. 

 QUERY. Queries for social interaction information of a particular entity given an ID or 
other contextual information such as location, timestamp, social relation etc. 

 
Detailed information about the syntax of the aforementioned commands of the NGSI10 
interface are provided at the WiKi page of the F2F enabler at the following link: 
https://github.com/sociotal/SOCIOTAL/wiki/F2F-Interactions-API 
 
In order to showcase the functionality of the communication between the F2F enabler and 
the Content Manager and example of the structure of the JSON message and payload send 
to the Context Manager is provided below. 
 

Sending the social interaction inference to the Context Manager using APPEND 
 

SocIoTal SERVER     xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:xxxxx 
POST                /SocIoTal_CM_REST_V3/NGSI10_API/updateContext 
HEADERS 
                    Content‐type     application/json 
                    Accept           application/json 

 
      Payload 
 

{ 
    "contextElements": [ 
        { 
            "type": "urn:x‐org:sociotal:resource:device", 
            "id": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
            "attributes": [ 
                { 
                    "type": "boolean", 
                    "value": "false", 
                    "metadatas": [ 
                        { 
                            "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/pseudonym", 
                            "value": "Kostas MacBook Pro", 
                            "name": "DiscoveredDevice" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": "string", 
                            "value": "PUBLIC", 
                            "name": "SocialRelation" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
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                            "value": "20150330T125957Z", 
                            "name": "DateTimeStamp" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/Location", 
                            "value": "12.34567, ‐12.34567", 
                            "name": "Location" 
                        } 
                    ], 
                    "name": "F2FInteraction" 
                } 
            ], 
            "isPattern": "false" 
        } 
    ], 
    "updateAction": "APPEND" 
} 

 
Response JSON 
 

{ 
    "contextResponses": [ 
        { 
            "statusCode": { 
                "reasonPhrase": "OK", 
                "code": "200" 
            }, 
            "contextElement": { 
                "type": "urn:x‐org:sociotal:resource:device", 
                "id": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
                "isPattern": "false", 
                "attributes": [ 
                    { 
                        "type": "boolean", 
                        "value": "", 
                        "metadatas": [ 
                            { 
                                "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/pseudonym", 
                                "value": "Kostas MacBook Pro", 
                                "name": "DiscoveredDevice" 
                            }, 
                            { 
                                "type": "string", 
                                "value": "PUBLIC", 
                                "name": "SocialRelation" 
                            }, 
                            { 
                                "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
                                "value": "20150330T125957Z", 
                                "name": "DateTimeStamp" 
                            }, 
                            { 
                                "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/Location", 
                                "value": "12.34567, ‐12.34567", 
                                "name": "Location" 
                            } 
                        ], 
                        "name": "F2FInteraction" 
                    } 
                ] 
            } 
        } 
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    ] 
} 

 
 
3.6.2 Gait Recognition 
 
The gait recognition enabler performs user identification in the SocIoTal framework. It is 
comprised on two modules; 
 

 User identification module 
 Communication module 

 
 

Pre‐processing Gait Model Pre‐processing

Rightful user/
Imposer

Construct 
model

Apply 
model to 
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Collect 
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Google Play Services

Detect 
walking
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walking
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Figure 19: Gait recognition modules 

 
3.6.2.1 User Identification Module 
User identification is performed using the accelerometer data from a user’s smartphone. This 
is processed in the user identification module where a machine learning method is used to 
determine whether the current user of the phone is the “rightful user” or an “imposter”. This 
Boolean decision is then passed to the communication module. Detailed information on the 
operation of the User Identification Module and the Android App can be found in D2.3 [26]. 
 
3.6.3 Communication module 
The aim of the communication module is to transmit the decision of the User Identification 
Module to the SocIoTal Context Manager. The communication occurs using the RESTFUL 
communication protocol. The Context Manager holds the current information for the 
smartphone of a user and can be queried by other components of the SocIoTal framework. 
 
3.6.3.1 Data format 
A user's current gait recognition status can be stored in the Context Manager. Each entity 
consists of one attribute: 
 

 name: PhoneUser 
 value: true or false. true indicates that the rightful user is in possession of the 

phone. false indicates that the phone is being used by another person. 
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 type: boolean 
 metadatas: Additional information is included in the form of metadata. Both the 

timestamp and the location are included. 
 
The Communication Module can transmit the decision of the gait recognition app to the 
Context Manager using the RESTFUL communication protocol.  
 
The NGSI10 interface is used to push and retrieve information from the Context Manager. 
There are  
 

 APPEND. Creates a Gait Recognition entity with the given information as attributes, if 
the entity does not exist. If the entity does exist for a particular device, then the given 
attribute(s) are appended. 

 UPDATE. Updates a gait recognition entity. Given the arguments, it updates the 
attributes of a particular gait recognition entity. The update operation requires that the 
entity to be deleted exists. 

 DELETE. Deletes the gait recognition entity based on the attributes provided as 
arguments. The delete operation requires that the entity to be deleted exists. 

 QUERY. Queries for information for an entity with a specific ID. 
 
The SocIoTal wiki for the gait recognition app [21] contains examples of all of these 
operations. An example of the APPEND operation is given below. 
 

  Sending the decision to the Context Manager using APPEND  
 

SocIoTal SERVER     xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:xxxxx 
POST                /SocIoTal_CM_REST_V3/NGSI10_API/updateContext 
HEADERS 
                    Content‐type     application/json 
                    Accept           application/json 

 
      Payload 
 

{ 
    "contextElements": [ 
        { 
            "type": "urn:x‐org:sociotal:resource:device", 
            "id": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_222", 
            "attributes": [ 
                { 
                    "type": "boolean", 
                    "value": "true", 
                    "metadatas": [ 
                        { 
                            "type": 
"http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp", 
                            "value": "20150330T125957Z", 
                            "name": "DateTimeStamp" 
                        }, 
                        { 
                            "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/Location", 
                            "value": "12.34567, ‐12.34567", 
                            "name": "Location" 
                        } 
                    ], 
                    "name": "PhoneUser" 
                } 
            ], 
            "isPattern": "false" 
        } 
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    ], 
    "updateAction": "APPEND" 
} 

 
 
      Response JSON: 

{ 
  "contextResponses": [ 
    { 
      "statusCode": { 
        "reasonPhrase": "OK", 
        "code": "200" 
      }, 
      "contextElement": { 
        "id": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_222", 
        "attributes": [ 
          { 
            "name": "PhoneUser", 
            "value": "true", 
            "type": "boolean", 
            "metadatas": [ 
              { 
                "name": "DateTimeStamp", 
                "value": "20150330T125957Z", 
                "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/DateTimeStamp" 
              }, 
              { 
                "name": "Location", 
                "value": "12.34567, ‐12.34567", 
                "type": "http://sensorml.com/ont/swe/property/Location" 
              } 
            ] 
          }, 
          { 
            "name": "owner", 
            "value": "", 
            "type": "identitier:UUID" 
          }, 
          { 
            "name": "update", 
            "value": "", 
            "type": "text" 
          } 
        ], 
        "type": "urn:x‐org:sociotal:resource:device", 
        "isPattern": "false" 
      } 
    } 
  ] 
} 

 
 
 
3.6.4 Radio-Location enabler 
 
The mobiles nodes that are located within a WSN use a simple protocol over UDP to 
communicate with the anchor nodes. When the data necessary to achieve distance 
estimation is obtained by a mobile node, it sends a message over UDP to a dedicated 
component of the OSGi gateway. The detailed format of this ad-hoc protocol is out-of-scope 
of this document. 
 
Upon receipt of the distance data, the gateway computes the estimated position of the 
mobile node using specialized algorithms. This location is forwarded to the Context Manager 
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as a proper location resource using the Resful Access API described in 3.5. A typical location 
resource has the following format: 
 
 
 
POST 
http://{host}:{port}/sensinact/providers/{deviceName}/services/admin/resources/location/SET 
{ 
  "parameters":[ 
  { 
    "name":"value",  
    "type":"string",  
    "value": "1.23456789:31.45926576 " 
  }] 
} 

 
where {deviceName} is the name of the mobile device being located. 
 
 
3.7 User environment 
 
Integration of the services  
 
The User Environment integrates almost all the developed components of the SocIoTal 
platform: 

 Security layer components (Identity manager, Capability manager) 
 Context manager 
 Community manager 

The User Environment is composed of: the User Environment core, the Web User 
Environment and the Mobile User Environment. The User Environment provides a backend 
architecture and a set of APIs that enables the Channel management and a process 
modelling through Channels composition. 
A Channel is an API connector that allows linking the User Environment to a particular 
SocIoTal API (e.g., the  SocIoTal Context Manager, thus to physical devices) or to a 3rd 
party service API (e.g., Xively). 
 
The Composition APIs allow to create compositions between triggers and actions of different 
Channels. A trigger, registered in a business logic composition, is a condition to be evaluated 
on the incoming data on the source entity. An action is an operation to be executed on the 
destination entity when the trigger is valid. 
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User Environment Data Model 
 

 

Figure 20: User Environment Data model  

 
In Figure 20 is described the user environment data model which is composed of the User, 
the Composition and the Channel data model. These models are connected and integrated 
to the other SocIoTal tools and services.  
 
Channel resource data model description: 
 

 channel_type: string, the Channel type  
 title: string, Channel title  
 context: string, the name of the context; 
 unit: string, unit of measurement for the sensor data; 
 tags: string, comma separated list of tags associated to the Channel 

 
Example –  Channel data model represented in JSON format 
 
{  
 "channel_type": "GenericDeviceChannel", 
 "title": "MyTemperature", 
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 "context": "bed room", 
 "unit": "centigrade", 
 "description": "this is my temperature sensor in my bed room", 
 "tags": "bed, room, sens"  
} 

 
Composition resource data model description: 
 

 trigger:  
o attribute: string, the attribute to trigger; 
o name: string, name of the compare operation; 
o arg: string, the argument to compare; 

 action:  
o targetChannelId: string, Id of the target Channel; 
o actionName: string, name of the action; 

 
Example – Composition data model represented in JSON format 
 
{  
  "trigger": { 
               "attribute": "Speed",  
               "name": "greaterThan",  
               "check": "56"  
             }, 
  "action":  
             { 
               "targetChannelId": "54d38e928ae5cd360fc3ec23", 
               "actionName": "consoleAction", 
               "arg": "you are driving nicely!!!"  
              }, 
  "label": "WHEN Speed greater than 56 DO mydebug.consoleAction('you are driving 
nicely!!!')"  
} 

 
 

User data model in the User Environment 
 

User management is delegated to the Identity Manager component, however there is a 
partial copy of the user data profile stored in the User Environment. That’s because in the 
User Environment we need to keep stock of the session tokens to communicate with the 
context manager and the community manager. 
 
User data model description: 
 

 username: the username  
 email: string, the user email  
 name: string, the real name of the user; 
 authToken, idm_token, idm_id, activationToken: string, for the security 

management; 
 
Example – User data model in the User Environment represented in JSON format 
 
{ 
    "_id" : 571f7b8558d78ba729167964, 
    "active" : true, 
    "activationToken" : "KTsefgfghg49hweN0hO1QO", 
    "online" : false, 
    "authToken" : "dsgfhe45", 
    "image" : "/images/test_profile.jpeg", 
    "idm_token" : "f854b48703134180b1….", 
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    "idm_id" : "cc95a0‐3434rf‐ …. ", 
    "username" : "test@sociotal.eu", 
    "email" : " test @ sociotal.it", 
    "name" : "Sociotal Test Account", 
} 

 
Channel data model in the Mobile User Environment 
 

Adding a channel to the user’s workspace in the Mobile User environment can be done for 
existing channel in the User Environment, i.e. context already registered in Context Manager. 
The JSON structure is embedded in the QR code which is obtained by the mobile device 
when scanning it.  
 
Channel model description: 
 

 sociotal_id: the ID of the context in the Context Manager  
 context: default value (MyDefualtContext)  
 title: title of the context that will be visible for the user in the mobile workspace; 
 unit: value type (string, integer, Boolean); 
 description: description of the context that will be visible for the user in the mobile 

workspace; 
 tags: tags for the channel that will be visible of the user in the mobile workspace; 
 channel_type: predefined type of the channel; 

 
 
Example – Add Channel data model in the Mobile User Environment represented in 
JSON format 
 
{ 
  "sociotal_id": "SocIoTal:Sensor:Alcohol:detector:Dev_003", 
  "context": "MyDefualtContext", 
  "title": "Alcohol sensor", 
  "unit": "boolean", 
  "description": "Public Alcohol detector", 
  "tags": "alchol, public", 
  "channel_type": "SocIoTalChannel" 
} 
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Section 4 -  Deployment of SocIoTal platform 
 
The vertical integration of each component and enabler in the SocIoTal platform is described 
here. 
 
4.1 Context Manager 
 
The SocIoTal Context Manager (D5.2 [28] and D3.2.1 [29]), working as the core of the 
SocIoTal platform (Figure 21), provides a standard REST API OMA compliant to manage 
(store, query and retrieve) context entities and the context information associated to them. Its 
implementation, after a rigorous analysis of existing platforms, was based over some 
components of the FIWARE platform. As the context broker of the platform, it provides 
context information to SocIoTal Enablers and SocIoTal applications, as well as context 
management functionalities (storage, subscriptions, discovering, etc) when required. 
 

Figure 21: SocIoTal Centralized Context Manager framework 

 
Besides managing all context information related to entities, it also provides support to 
SocIoTal’s Trust & Reputation mechanisms and SocIoTal’s bubbles creation, keeping and 
supplying information related to scores and attributes. SocIoTal Context Manager is also 
integrated with the SocIoTal Security Framework by evaluating the Capability-Token and 
supports communities’ management through the corresponding Community Token. 
 
4.1.1 Capability-Token support 
Access to SocIoTal Context Manager (Version 3 deployed) can be configured to be secured 
by the SocIoTal Security Framework (see configuration file in applications folder). Integration 
between these two SocIoTal components is performed through the Capability-Token and the 
Capability Evaluator. The Capability-Token, obtained from the Capability Manager, contains 
all the required credentials of the requestor identity plus the action requested. As shown in 
SocIoTal WiKi [17], to call SocIoTal Context Manager V3 methods (either, NGSI9, NGSI10 or 
EXTENDED interfaces) a “Capability-Token” header is required. This header will contain the 
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corresponding capability token to be checked by the capability evaluator, through the 
libraries included in the Context Manager V3 deployment. 
In order to authenticate the identity of the requestor included in the capability token, to 
alternative ways have been integrated in SocIoTal Context Manager V3: 

 Through User Certificate: using the PKI-based authentication, the user will attach the 
“Signature” header, including the corresponding signature linked to its certificate. This 
signature will be captured and passed (by the SocIoTal CM) to the capability 
evaluator library that will execute the authentication process. 

 Through IdM Authentication-Token: the SocIoTal IdM, using its KeyRock core, will 
provide an authentication token, linked to the user identity. This token will be provided 
to the SocIoTal CM in the Auth-Token header, and the user requestor id in the Client-
Id header. These two parameters will be later used by the capability evaluator library 
to authenticate, against the IdM KeyRock, the user identity. 

Once the capability evaluator library checks both, the supplied capability token plus the user 
authentication, will authorize or deny (including the corresponding rejection message) the 
action requested. Then, the SocIoTal Context Manager will execute the action (if allowed) or 
return the rejection message to the requestor application (when action is denied). 
 
4.1.2 Community-Token support 
As shown in Section 2.1.8, SocIoTal Community builds a closed environment where only 
registered users and entities can share information, representing a group of users and 
resources with a common objective or inquisitiveness. The SocIoTal component that 
manages communities and users/entities memberships is the Communities Manager.   
The integration with communities’ management is done through the corresponding 
Community-Token. Supposing an already registered user, also member of a community, this 
user can request a community-token that identifies (and authenticates) this user as member 
of this community to the SocIoTal Communities Manager. The methods to achieve this are 
detailed in the SocIoTal WiKi [12]. The retrieved UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) of the 
generated Community-Token can be added now, as the “Community-Token” header, to 
every request (update, discover, create or subscribe) addressed to the Context Manager. 
SocIoTal Context Manager supports two different operation modes related to Communities: 

 With no “Community-Token” header: the request will be addressed to a default 
community within a default domain. This is, all resources are assumed to belong to 
the same community. There will be no users/roles (from the point of view of 
communities) filtering and only SocIoTal security framework policies and restrictions 
(through the required Capability-Token) will apply. This could be useful when an 
instance of SocIoTal is going to be used for a single and well defined purpose, such 
as the platform for a particular application. 

 When “Community-Token” is attached to the request. This token will be validated by 
the Communities Manager and info related to it will be retrieved to the Context Broker 
(as mentioned in the section above for API endpoints). The Context Broker here will 
apply the corresponding communities’ restrictions/actions required, depending on the 
requested method and the info obtained from the validated Community-Token. 
 

4.1.3 SocIoTal Context Manager Implementation 
SocIoTal Context Manager has been designed to be built on top of an NGSI9/10 Context 
Broker. After different platform analysis done in WP1 [D1.2.1], current implementation 
(Figure 22) relies on FIWARE Orion Context Broker [22] a NGSI9/10 compatible broker that 
also supports MongoDB storage to implement SocIoTal CM Context Information Storage and 
Entities’ Directory. 
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Figure 22: Current SocIoTal Context Manager implementation 

 
FIWARE architecture provides Orion Context Broker enabler, a NGSI9/10 compatible broker 
that also supports MongoDB storage to implement SocIoTal CM Context Information Storage 
and Entities’ Directory. 
 
The Context Communication Module provides three main functionalities: 

 NGSI9 API RESTFul interface: it implements and provides support for NGSI9 
operations, oriented to register, update and discover Context Entities, their attributes 
and availability. It is composed by the following methods: 

o registerContext (registerContextRequest/Response) 
o discoverContextAvailablitiy (discoverContextAvailabilityRequest/Response) 
o subscribeContextAvailability (subscribeContextAvailabilityRequest/Response) 
o updateContextAvailabilitySubscription 

(updateContextAvailabilitySubscriptionRequest/Response)) 
o unsubscribeContextAvailability 

(unsubscribeContextAvailabilityRequest/Response) 
o notifyContextAvailability (notification to be sent to subscribed apps) 

 NGSI10 API RESTFul interface: it implements and provides support for NGSI10 
operations, oriented to register, update and discover Context Information, providing 
the attributes’ values and defining the associated metadata. It is composed by the 
following methods: 

o queryContext (queryContextRequest/Response) 
o updateContext (updateContextRequest/Response) 
o subscribeContext (subscribeContextRequest/Response) 
o unsubscribeContext(unsubscribeContextRequest/Response) 
o updateContextSubscription (updateContextSubscriptionRequest/Response)) 
o notifyContext (notification to be sent to subscribed apps) 

 SocIoTal PEP: as a Policy Enforcement Point, it will capture the capability token that 
comes with each request and check it against the Capability Manager, within the 
SocIoTal Security Framework, in order to accept or reject the method call.  

The Context Information Management module reads and process the context requests and 
intercepts all the context responses, processing the payloads contents to implement filtering 
functionalities (related to communities and bubbles membership, specific attribute contents 
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and subscription capabilities) and other sort of features provided by SocIoTal. This module 
allows SocIoTal context management and interconnection with other SocIoTal components 
(such Trust & Reputation enabler, F2F, Security Framework) to build the SocIoTal complete 
platform and set of tools. 
Once each context request content has been processed, the OMA NGSI Adapter element 
converts it on a pure NGSI9/10 request (besides the NGSI9/10 API, SocIoTal CM is able to 
implement further functionalities, extending its context features and offering developers more 
efficient methods) to be sent to the core platform context broker (FIWARE Orion CB in this 
implementation). Before this final request reaches the Context Broker, the corresponding 
platform adaptor reformat the NGSI9/10 request according to the selected core NGSI9/10 
specifications. As already mentioned, current SocIoTal CM implementation supports 
FIWARE Orion Context Broker integration. This implementation also uses its own instance of 
Orion, in order to initially protect all data shared within SocIoTal trials and pilots but SocIoTal 
CM release version would be easily linked to any other available Orion instance, either 
provided by FILAB or deployed in a specific project scope/developers environment. 
A detailed and updated description of SocIoTal Context Manager structure and 
implementation, as well as a guide to install an owned instance of this component can be 
found in SocIoTal GitHub [6]. 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Security Server AAA 
 
4.2.1 Authentication 
 
The authentication module verifies if a subject is truly who or what it claims to be. 
Authentication services are provided by the SocIoTal Identity Management (IdM) system. 
Besides the conventional password-based and key-based mechanisms, the SocIoTal IdM 
also supports authentication based on anonymous credentials. 
 
 
Login password-based authentication 
  
The SocIoTal IdM relies on the Keyrock IdM to perform this kind of authentication. To this 
end, the SocIoTal IdM library provides a method that given the username and password 
authenticates the user against the keyrock and generates an authentication token that can 
be used afterwards to perform other actions against the Keyrock IdM. 
 
The SocIoTal Keyrock IdM client library provides two main methods for dealing with this kind 
of authentication. 
 The first method is for authenticating a user registered in the Keyrock given the password 

and username and its domain. This method allows authenticating a registered entity in the 
IdM KeyRock and generating an authentication token associated to it, using its unique ID, 
password and domain. If the entity was not registered or the authentication process is 
wrong, the token is not generated. 

 The second method, provided by the Keyrock IdM client, is for validating a given token ID. 
This functionality is used in SocIoTal by the CapabilityVerifier library (deployed for instance 
in the Context Manager) to ensure the authentication of a user in a request, that is, to 
ensure that the user accessing the Context manager, is who he claims to be, in the 
attached token. This authentication token verification is also used by the Capability 
Manager to authenticate users requesting capability tokens. 
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PKI-based authentication 
 
SocIoTal framework allows users to authenticate using their digital certificates. It requires a 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) where the user’s certificates are signed by the Certificate 
Authority (CA) and validated on the server side. The IdM server performs client 
authentication based on asymmetric-key cryptographic. This is done actually by the IdM web 
server that authenticates the client that must possess the private key associated with its 
public X509 certificate (the server trusts the CA). The server uses the SSL stack to require a 
valid certificate chain from the client before accepting a connection. This kind of 
authentication can be used in SocIoTal, for instance, in the IdM client app for Android when 
accessing the Issuer Server. The authentication based on certificates is also performed 
during the transaction stage between two entities, where the target entity is endowed with the 
capability token verifier module. The IdM client app is able to verify that the capability token 
signed by the Capability Server is issued to a subject that matches the subject of the user’s 
certificate being used during the transaction. 
 
 
Anonymous credentials based authentication 
 
This kind of authentication is done by the SocIoTal privacy-preserving IdM, which offers a 
claim-based solution for authentication. The SocIoTal IdM relies on an anonymous credential 
system, namely Idemix from IBM [7], to ensure a privacy and minimal disclosure of personal 
information. The IdM provides means for users to make use of the Idemix credentials for 
authentication. This kind of authentication based on anonymous credentials was explained in 
detail in deliverable D2.1 [8] Implementation and API details can be found in the SocIoTal 
Wiki. 
 
 
4.2.2 Authorization 
 

The SocIoTal access control system is designed as a combination of different authorization 
technologies and tools in order to enable a suitable solution for IoT environments. Such a 
system is based on the use of XACML access control policies, which are employed to 
generate authorization credentials in the form of capability tokens. Then, such tokens are 
used by smart objects to get access to services being provided by other IoT entities.  

The design and implementation of this system have been realized through the convergence 
of technologies, and adapted to be integrated with other SocIoTal components. On the one 
hand, it has been integrated with the FI-WARE IdM, so authorization decisions are based on 
the identity attributes that are stored in the Keyrock IdM instance. On the other hand, part of 
this system is integrated in the SocIoTal Context Manager, which is also responsible for 
evaluating capability tokens to allow or not a specific NGSI action over a certain entity. 
Furthermore, it has been adapted to SocIoTal scenarios enabling the process to be carried 
out directly and through the Web User Environment without the need of certificates. 

The SocIoTal Authorization scenario consists of the following main entities: 

 Capability Client [9]. It is a HTTPS client, which is intended to making request to the 
Capability Manager to obtain capability tokens, which are used to get access to 
resources hosted by other devices. 

 Capability Evaluator [9]. It is a library intended to evaluate capability tokens. Such 
evaluation is based on the action and device being requested and the use of 
KeyRock authentication credentials.  
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 Capability Manager [9]. It is a HTTPS server accepting requests for capability 
tokens generation. Additionally, this entity acts as a HTTP client requesting 
authorization decisions to the Policy Decision Point. It is provided as a war web 
application that can be deployed in web app container such as tomcat. This 
component is a mandatory component as part of the sociotal platform. 

 Policy Decision Point (PDP) [9]. It is a HTTPS server based on XACML. It accepts 
XACML requests, which are attached into HTTP requests within the body. The PDP 
is contacted by the Capability Manager before generating a capability token for the 
Capability Client. It is provided as a war web application that can be deployed in web 
app container such as tomcat. This component is a mandatory component as part of 
the SocIoTal platform. 

 Policy Administration Point (PAP) [9]. It is the entity responsible for managing the 
access control policies. It provides the functionality so users can define XACML 
policies in user-friendly way. The PAP has a GUI to facilitate the generation of 
XACML policies.  

The PAP allows to generate Policies specifying subjects, resources and actions. Once the 
Subjects, the resources and their associated actions are defined, the policies can be defined. 
After that, the policies are saved, to define the policies and then the Apply button is used to 
generate the policy file. Once the policies are saved, a request can be made to the PDP 
which has the location of the policies set up, and the request is evaluated. The request sent 
is in JSON format. This allows a less verbose representation of the information and brings an 
improvement in terms of processing as well. If successfully resolved the PDP will return a 
response in the form of {“Result”:”Permit”}. The PDP can be set as web service to access by 
the Policy Enforcement Point. This is currently the case, as we receive an HTTP request with 
the XACML Request as payload and receive the response.  

 
 
4.3 Identity Manager 
 

The Identity Management (IdM) system follows a claim-based approach with Attribute 
Based Credentials (ABC). The IdM relies on the Idemix cryptographic library from IBM, 
providing additional means to deal with IoT scenarios where consumers and providers’ can 
be not only traditional computers, but also smart objects (e.g. smartphones). The IdM 
endows users and smart objects with means to control and manage their private data in their 
smartphone, defining partial identities over their whole identity, which is derived from the 
credential obtained from the Issuer. The usage of partial identities ensures a privacy-
preserving solution with minimal disclosure of personal information. Unlike in traditional IdMs, 
the subject smart object is not redirected to its online Identity Provider (IdP) during the 
transaction, so that the IdP is not involved when the target device verifies the smart object’s 
attributes. 

SocIoTal IdM has been recently integrated with Fi-Ware Keyrock IdM to support traditional 
and basic, but necessary, Identity management operations in scenarios where claim-based 
accesses are not needed. Keyrock IdM provides mechanisms such as secure and private 
authentication from users to devices, networks and services, authorization & trust 
management, user profile management, privacy-preserving disposition of personal data, 
Single Sign-On (SSO) to service domains and Identity Federation towards applications. 

The SocIoTal IdM is composed of five main components:  
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1. SocIoTal-IdM-Android-Client [10]: It is an android application that allows obtaining 
Idemix credentials from the Issuer server. It also allows interact with the Verifier 
server which can validate the partial identity derived from the credential. 

2. SocIoTal-Issuer-Server [10]: It is a web application implemented with Java servlets 
and XML-RPC which allows generating Idemix credentials for clients. 
Communications are done by https. The client must be authenticated against the 
Issuer using a valid certificate. The Issuer also support the verification functionality. 

3. SocIoTal-Verifier-Server [10]: It is a web application, also implemented with Java 
servlets and XML-RPC, which is able to validate partial identities presented by the 
client application. 

4. SocIoTal-IdM-Enabled-Capability Manager [10]: The IdM-Enabled-Capability-
Manager is a web application that allows users to obtain capability tokens using their 
partial identities. In other words, it allows authenticating and demonstrating their 
attributes by means of Idemix proofs of having a valid credential issued by the Issuer. 

5. SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client [10]: The SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client Java library 
provides a basic API for identity management by implementing a client to interact with 
the FIWARE KeyRock server. To carry out such communication, the SCIM 2.0 and 
Identity API v3 interfaces provided by this IdM are used. 

 
 
 
4.4 Trust Manager  
 
Trust Manager is a REST webservice with APIs that enables setting logic for building the 
reputation score using different rule sets. Generic model for rules enables mapping between 
provided JSON format and relational database for mining and extraction of rules previously 
added over a registration API. The crucial component that the Trust Manager utilizes to 
continuously maintain the updated version of score in respect to last attribute value changes 
is a Context Manager.  
 
4.4.1 Reputation quantification  
 
Registration is a first process that must be done for each application that consumes final 
reputation score and this is an operation that initiates the score quantification.  
 
The process of quantification of the rules by the Trust Manager that receives the JSON 
example provided below can be interpreted as follows: 
 

1. GET from Context Manager context with id 
“SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002” 

2. Find attribute “SocialRelation” 
3. Check if attribute “SocialRelation” have value “SOCIAL” 
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      Rules in JSON format 
  

[{ 
 "applicationId": "iot_week", 
 "attribute": { 
   "deviceId": "SocIoTal:UNIS:SmartphoneContext:VirtualSmartphoneContext_002", 
   "name": "SocialRelation" 
 }, 
 
 "operandKeyword": "IS", 
 "compareAttribute": { 
   "value": "SOCIAL", 
   "type": "String" 
 } 
 
 
 
}] 

       
Reputation is quantified as explained in Section 3.3.1 and the final score is pushed by the 
Trust Manager to the Context Manager. The score could be obtained by queryContext the 
Context Manager using the APPLICATION_ID. Details about APPLICATION_ID are also 
given in Section 3.3.1. 

 
GET Reputation score from the Context Manager 

 
SocIoTal SERVER     xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:xxxxx 
GET                 /SocIoTal_CM_REST_V3/EXTENDED/queryContext/APPLICATION_ID 
HEADERS 
                    Content‐type     application/json 
                    Accept           application/json 

 
      Response 
  

{ 
    "contextElements": [{ 
        "id": "applicationID", 
        "type": "SocIoTal_Resource:Reputation", 
        "isPattern": "false", 
        "attributes": [{ 
            "name": "Reputation", 
            "value": "4", 
            "type": "float"          
        }] 
    }], 
    "updateAction": "APPEND" 
} 

 
 
4.4.2 Trust Manager Integration with the Context Manager 
 
The Trust Manager automatically subscribes to attribute value changes to continuously 
maintain the updated version of score in respect to last attribute in the Context Manager. The 
Trust Manager Endpoint that receives updated value recomputes the reputation score for 
each application that utilize that attribute for score quantification and pushes it back to the 
Context Manager. 
 
 
 

2

1

3
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4.5 Profile Manager 
 
4.5.1 Group Manager 
 
As already mentioned, the Group Manager functional component [11] of the SocIoTal 
security framework is based on the CP-ABE cryptographic scheme, in order to enable a 
secure data sharing mechanism with groups of smart objects or bubbles. The CP-ABE library 
that is employed by the Group Manager is based on jpbc3 library. 
 
On the one hand, the Attribute Authority (AA) implements the server side of the Group 
Manager and it is developed as an HTTPS server accepting requests for CP-ABE keys 
generation. On the other hand, the Group Manager Client is a HTTPS client with twofold 
functionality. First, it is enabled to make requests to the AA in order to obtain CP-ABE keys, 
which are used to share information with a group or bubble of entities in a secure way. 
Second, it provides the required functionality to encrypt and decrypt information, and to build 
NGSI-9/NGSI-10 messages for proper communication with the SocIoTal Context Manager. 
 
Before enabling a secure sharing mechanism within bubbles, a process for delivering CP-
ABE keys is needed, as well as other parameters for basic cryptographic operations. During 
this process, the AA authenticates the requesting client (i.e. a Group Manager Client). Then, 
it queries its attributes associated to the Keyrock IdM, which maintains the identity of the user 
and their associated attributes. These attributes are used by the AA to generate the CP-ABE 
key that will be used by clients for sharing purposes. In addition to the CP-ABE key, the AA 
also sends a set of cryptographic public parameters, which are required for CP-ABE 
encryption and decryption operations. 
 
Once Group Manager clients have the required cryptographic material, they can specify 
bubbles through the User Environment (D4.2 [34] and D4.3 [35]). Towards this end, the web 
user environment provides a friendly user interface to create a bubble in the same way the 
user creates the other entities (i.e. the weather station) inserting the attributes such as the 
name, the ID, and the type. Furthermore, users can associate a set of entities to such 
bubble. Moreover, they are enabled to define the identity attributes that are required to 
encrypt and decrypt data within that bubble. These attributes includes the set of attributes 
that was previously defined (e.g. department or locality) under the SCIM schema. Therefore, 
only clients satisfying such attributes will be able to encrypt and decrypt data on this bubble. 
 
It should be noticed that the process for obtaining the cryptographic keys is the same for any 
bubble and can be done just once. Then, the same cryptographic material can be used for 
different bubbles that may require a different combination of attributes, simplifying key 
management tasks. Users (through the Group Manager Client functionality) are enabled to 
discover the bubbles along with the identity attributes that are needed to be part of the 
bubble, by interacting with the SocIoTal Context Manager. For this purpose, the Group 
Manager client has been enriched with Context Manager client functionality, so it is able to 
perform NGSI9-10 methods to interact with the Context Manager. This functionality has been 
integrated with a CP-ABE engine based on the mentioned library, so users can update 
entities in the Context Manager in an encrypted way, as well as to decrypt such data through 
the developed Group Manager client. 
 
4.5.2 Communities Manager 

As already mentioned, the Communities Manager provides mechanisms to register users, 
manage communities and request and validate Community-Tokens. This methods collection 
is published and updated in the SocIoTal Wiki [12]. 

                                                 
3	https://github.com/junwei‐wang/cpabe	
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The current implementation of SocIoTal Communities Manager in Figure 23 relies on 

FIWARE Identity Management Generic Enabler available implementation, the KeyRock. An 
instance of the KeyRock (Version 4.4.1) is also provided by the SocIoTal IdM so, user 
management will be implemented using SocIoTal IdM whilst the rest of communities’ 
management functionalities will directly use this SocIoTal Keyrock instance. This way, 
integration issues are addressed, guaranteeing the same set of users and identities (the 
same user’s directory) for the whole set of SocIoTal components and compatible 
identification/authentication mechanisms. 

 

Figure 23: Current SocIoTal Communities Manager implementation 

From the point of view of the final user, SocIoTal Communities Manager provides a 
HTTP/HTTPS RESTful API [12] divided into three main set of methods: 

 Users API: groups the functionalities related to the users’ creation and management. 
This set of functionalities are directly linked to SocIoTal IdM, using the provided JAVA 
API and its SCIM compliant interface. This way, all SocIoTal components link to the 
same shared user’s directory. 

 Communities API: contains the methods to create (and manage) communities and 
assign users and roles. It is implemented through the Keystone V3 API provided by 
the Keyrock instance of SocIoTal, shared also by the SocIoTal IdM. This way, 
SocIoTal IdM will have access also to the domains/communities schema created by 
the Communities Manager. 

 Community-Tokens API: includes the request and retrieve community-tokens 
operations and the community-tokens validation. It is implemented over the same 
token schema SocIoTal IdM uses to validate users by user/password mechanism, so 
community-token can be also used to authenticate users. 

For the SocIoTal Integrated platform administrator, with access to the platform instance, the 
Keystone python-openstackclient (V3) including http RESTful V3 API and Keystone 
command line, will be available, following KeyRock APIs documentation [13]. These API 
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collections will allow the administrator to configure extra parameters, as create and manage 
new domains, add/remove new roles and manage communities and users. 

According to what has been mentioned, SocIoTal Communities Manager requires an 
operative instance of the SocIoTal IdM component, including its KeyRock instance with http 
OpenStack Keystone V3 interface support: 

 The SocIoTal IdM component provides the Users’ Directory to store all the identities 
created within the Communities manager, using the SCIM standard 

 The Keyrock, through its supported keystone core, provides: 

 Domains & Communities directory that supports the mechanisms to create, store and 
manage all the communities’ structure. 

 Tokens Management tools to create, store, query, retrieve and validate the 
community tokens. 

 

4.5.3 Users directory/SocIoTal IdM integration 

As described above, communities’ management within SocIoTal project requires user 
management. A SocIoTal physical user is mapped to one (or several) virtual users, known as 
“users” within the communities’ management or “identities” in other SocIoTal components. 
According SocIoTal IdM Data model described in Section 3.2.3, every user will be identified 
by a “name” and an “id” and will belong to a domain. In addition to these, the defined user 
may include extra attributes, such as nickname, e-mail, postal address, organization and so 
on. The created virtual user (or identity) will be authenticated by its pair “name/password” 
against the Communities Manager. To implement this, the instance of the Communities 
Manager requires an internal users’ directory, provided by the SocIoTal IdM. Integration with 
this component is embedded within the Communities Manager through the JAVA libraries 
that implements the SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client SCIM interface, detailed in the SocIoTal 
WiKi [14]. SocIoTal Communities Manager uses this Java API to create, store, read and 
modify virtual users or identities. This way, any identity created by the Communities Manager 
will be compatible and available to any other SocIoTal component integrated with the 
SocIoTal IdM and vice versa. 

 

4.5.4 Community Token generation 

The Community-Token will be the key to identify the user, the role and the community 
membership, and therefore, the key to enable community management within SocIoTal 
integrated platform. SocIoTal Community-Tokens are based on Keyrock/Keystone UUID 
authentication tokens that provide authentication mechanisms as well as validation and 
information related to projects, domains and roles the authenticated identity has or belongs 
to. SocIoTal Communities Manager introduction [15], in SocIoTal GitHub shows the complete 
procedure to obtain and manage a SocIoTal Community-Token. 

 

4.5.5 SocIoTal Context Manager integration 

SocIoTal Context Manager, as detailed in SocIoTal’s architecture and Context Manager 
includes the SocIoTal’s Entities directory. This means that the implementation of each 
resource event, application structure or other element (except users) required by SocIoTal 
components or deployments will be stored in the Context Manager. So information related to 
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entities belonging to communities will relay in the SocIoTal Context Manager, assisted by the 
Communities Manager. 

As has been presented in section 4.1.2, SocIoTal Context Manager supports two different 
operation modes related to Communities: 

 

 With no “Community-Token” presence in the request. In this case, all the requests will 
be addressed to a default community within a default domain. All resources are 
assumed to belong to the same community. 

 When “Community-Token” is attached to the request, this token will be validated by 
the Communities Manager and info related to it will be retrieved to the Context Broker 
(as mentioned in the section above for API endpoints). Here will be played the 
corresponding communities’ restrictions/actions required, depending on the 
requested method and the info obtained from the validated Community-Token. 

Within the case of Community-Token presence, and assuming it has been successfully 
validated by the Communities Manager (otherwise, the request will be rejected), the Context 
Manager will act as follows: 

 In the case of registering a new entity (either through the NGSI9, the NGSI10 or the 
EXTENDED API) the Community-ID where this new entity will be included will be 
extracted from the Community-Token. This way, only users belonging to a given 
community will be able to register new entities within this community. The Community 
ID will be automatically added, as a prefix, to the proposed entity ID. This prefix will 
be managed (and filtered if required) by the Context Manager. The requestor user will 
have no control over it, avoiding so further attempts to access resources from other 
communities. An “owner” attribute will be added to the entity structure, including, by 
default, the user id extracted from the Community-Token. Methods to point to other 
“owners” will be implemented. 

 In the case of updating an existing entity (either through the NGSI9, the NGSI10 or 
the EXTENDED API), the Community-Token will provide the Community-ID prefix of 
the entity ID provided in the request (to properly identify the entity and the community 
it belongs to) and the user requestor ID. By default, (other operatives could also be 
performed), this user ID must match the owner id stored in the entity in order to allow 
the update. This way, only the owner of the entity, belonging to the Community the 
entity belongs to, will be able to write or change the entity. If no-owner is specified, 
the default operative will understand that all members of the community (with a 
specific role, provided by the Community-Token) may update this resource. 

When entities searching, discovering or subscription request that provides access to entities 
stored information, is addressed, the Community-ID provided by the Community-Token will 
automatically complement the request (the Context Manager will add it to the searching, 
discovering or subscription process). This way, only users able to provide a Community-
Token for the selected community, will be able to perform these actions, and retrieved 
information will be restricted only to those entities belonging to the community. This operative 
will also apply to the case a user tries to directly read an entity. 
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4.6 Authorized access to data from sensiNact studio 
 
The Figure 24 presents the integration of sensinact gateway and studio in the SocIoTal 
architecture. 
 

 

Figure 24: Integration of sensiNact into the SocIoTal platform 

The sensiNact gateway is OSGi based. A first level of security is reached by the way of some 
of available security "tools" in this environment: ServicePermission and 
ConditionalPermissionAdmin. The ServicePermission is a module's authority to register or 
use a service.  
‐ The register action allows a module to register a service on the specified names. 
‐ The get action allows a module to detect a service and use it. 

Permission to use a service is required in order to detect events regarding the service. 
Untrusted modules should not be able to detect the presence of certain services unless they 
have the appropriate ServicePermission to use the specific one. The 
ConditionalPermissionAdmin is a framework service to administer conditional permissions 
that can be added to, retrieved from, and removed from the framework. 
The sensiNact gateway defines service permissions in such a way that access to the ones it 
provides is forbidden excepted if a specific condition is met (a sensiNact specific conditional 
permission). This condition being that the client is the sensiNact SecuredAccess service. 
sensiNact services also have to use the SecuredAccess to be able to “talk” to each other’s; 
Modalities of such exchanges depend on the UserProfile of the user of these services (the 
user can be the system itself). A UserProfile can be defined at each level of the hierarchical 
sensiNact resource model: ServiceProvider, Service, and Resource. Five UserProfiles exist 
for which predefined access rights are defined: Owner, Administrator, Authenticated, 
Anonymous, and Unauthorized.  
When asking for a data structure of the sensiNact resource model, the access rights of the 
user are retrieved (Figure 25); the set of this user's accessible AccessMethods for the 
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specific data structure is built and returned as part of the description object. Each future 
potential interaction of the user on the data structure will be made by the way of this 
description object. For a remote access a security token is also generated and transmitted to 
the user, to avoid repeating the security policy processing. A token is defined for a user and 
a data structure (and so it previously created description object). 
 
An external security manager can be used for authentication and to retrieve identity material 
from which it will be possible to associate a user and a sensiNact resource model data 
structure to a UserProfile. 
In addition to the database managed by the security manager, used to authenticate a user 
and to retrieve its identity in the system, the sensiNact platform manages an internal 
database allowing to link this identity to a UserProfile for a specific data structure. For all data 
structures for which the user has not been registered the Anonymous UserProfile is used by 
default (except if the owner of a resource has defined this default profile to another one). The 
internal database also gathers information relative to the minimum required UserProfile to 
access to data structures. This definition can be made at each level of the resource model, 
knowing that if no UserProfile is defined for a data structure, the one specified for its parent is 
used. 
 

 

Figure 25: Secured access sequence diagram 

For example, according to the Figure 26, a user trying to access to the ServiceProviderX for 
which its UserProfile is Anonymous will receive a description object in which only one 
Service will be referenced (ServiceX1), containing a single Resource (ResourceX1S2) 
providing two AccessMethods, GET and SUBSCRIBE. 
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Figure 26: Access right inheritance diagram example 

This example shows that access right are inherited from the parent node, i.e., the service 
provider, unless they are specifically specified. 
 
4.7 Enablers 
 
 
4.7.1 Radio-Location enabler 
 
This enabler is a proof of concept for a radio-located constrained device which indoor 
position can be computed and stored in the SocIoTal Context Manager for further 
processing. A typical use of this location data is to display the position of the device owner 
within a building. Other uses such as inferring a trust & reputation score can be considered. 
This deployment illustrates the whole chain of components, from low-level constrained 
devices to cloud applications and smartphone apps. Figure 28 shows some pictures of in-
the-field deployment of the testbed. 
 
In this scenario, the WSN nodes are IEEE 802.15.4-enabled devices using OpenMote 
hardware. The embedded application is Contiki-based. The user position is derived from its 
distance to anchor nodes. Such distance is computed using a signal strength metric 
abbreviated “RSSI”. 
The user carries a special device called the mobile node, along with a smartphone for 
graphical feedback. The goal is to display the real-time user’s location on a map on the 
smartphone.  
 
The location process follows these steps: 
 
 ① The mobile device (orange disc in Figure 27) broadcasts a beacon packet to its in-

range neighbors (anchor nodes represented by blue discs with a signal symbol) 
 The neighbors acknowledge the beacon with a reply packet 
 The mobile node stores the various RSSIs as they arrive from neighbors 
 ②	When all RSSIs are received, they are encapsulated in a message sent to the 

gateway (GW, green disc) using the existing WSN topology; e.g. in Figure 27, the 
route to the gateway starts with node A 

 The gateway proceeds to compute the estimated location of the device based on the 
collected RSSIs, using a specific algorithm 

 ③	The computed location is pushed to the Context Manager 
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 ④	The third-party “Location application”, hosted in the cloud, receives the updated 
location of the user/device 

 ⑤	The graphical front-end running on the user’s smartphone updates the position 
(protocol is application-specific). 

 

 

Figure 27 : the radio location process 

 
This process is compliant with the IoT-A architecture described in D2.4 [27], section 7.2.1. 
Note that in D2.4, the application (localization enabler) communicates with a local gateway. In the 
scenario presented above, the application communicates with the Context Manager instead. Both 
method are valid implementation choices of the architecture. 
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Figure 28: in the field pictures of the experiment 
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Section 5 -  Horizontal testbeds 
 
The SocIoTal project is available on Github through the link https://github.com/sociotal. The 
repositories for the different components can be found here. Documentation in the form of a 
wiki is also available (https://github.com/sociotal/SOCIOTAL/wiki). 
 
The wiki describes for each component and enabler the data model in order to encourage 
the user to build its own secure and trusted IoT platform. The code of the elements is Open 
Source protected by a GPL license and available through the link 
https://github.com/sociotal?tab=repositories .  
 
In the following, a scenario involving several elements of the SocIoTal project is detailed. 
Then, the needed elements are instantiated from the SocIoTal github web site to build the 
application. 
 
5.1 Description of the Scenario 
 
A Smart Object A belonging to Alice requests the access to a resource or service being 
provided by the Smart Object B belonging to Bob. Before allowing Alice to access to its 
resource, the target device B evaluates both, if the Smart Object A has a valid token enabling 
the access to Bob resources, and location of Alice, since Alice’s device A must be located 
inside the security zone of Bob’s device B. The target device B also takes into account the 
reputation score of Alice to grant the access to its resources. The F2F enabler will allow the 
authentication of the devices. The contextual information on the location of the Smart Object 
B is given by the location enablers.  
 
 
5.2 Scheduling of the process 
 
First stage: 
The goal of this first stage performed “off-line” is to grant the access to Alice’s Smart Object 
A to the resources of Bob’s Smart Object B. This token request is performed off-line since it 
is done before the request process. Besides, this process can be done just once, reusing the 
obtained capability tokens for a given period of time when needed. 
 
To do this, Alice authenticates to an authorization server. Her Smart Object A is recorded in 
her profile and belongs to her Bubble. The Smart Object A contacts the Authorization server, 
using credentials identifying Alice as its user, in order to get a capability token to get access 
to the resources provided by the Smart Object B. If Alice is a legitimate user of the Smart 
Object A, then, the Authorization Server evaluates the policies and generates the capability 
token with the appropriate set of privileges. 
 
Second stage: 
Afterwards, Smart Object A presents its capability token to the targeted Smart Object B, 
which validates the token (signature, grants, etc.) with the Authorization Server.  
 
Third stage: 
Then, Smart Object A uses the F2F enabler to detect the Smart Object B in its 
neighbourhood and post the social interaction detected to the Context Manager. It uses the 
inference function to recover the devices in its vicinity, chooses the Smart Object B as target 
and estimates the distance and the facing direction to check the existence of a social 
interaction between the two users through their Smart Object. 
In addition, the F2F enabler can provide to the SocIoTal Context Manager the contextual 
information about the social relation between Alice and Bob. This enables others SocIoTal 
components to use this information for other purposes. For example, the Trust Manager gets 
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access to the social relations and computes a reputation score or a trust level among various 
users. 
 
Fourth stage: 
The Smart Object A is able and authorized to access the resources of the Smart Object B 
through any secure communication channel, in particular local ones, using the capability 
token ciphered at the application layer. 
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Figure 29: scheduling of the scenario 

 
 
5.3 Deployment of the scenario from SocIoTal github 
 
First stage: 
To perform the first step, the Smart Object A should embed the API enabling the access to 
the user profile manager of the Authorization server. Through this interface, Alice is able to 
create or update her user profile and to register her Smart Object with their capabilities. 
The user registration API will be available through this link: 
https://github.com/sociotal/AuthorizationManager  
 
 
Second stage: 
In order to perform the second stage that consists in the request of the capability token, the 
Capability Client should be installed on the Smart Object A from the link: 
https://github.com/sociotal/AuthorizationManager 
 
The Capability Client is a CoAP-DTLS client based library, which is intended to making 
request to the Authorization Manager to obtain capability tokens, which are used to get 
access to resources hosted in an entity implementing the Capability Evaluator functionality. 
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To make use of the library, in the SocIoTal repository, there is a README file with the 
different steps that are required. Below, a summary of such steps is provided: 
 

1)  Firstly, it is necessary to put the CapabilityClient_config.txt file accessible to the application. 
This file contains two configuration parameters: 

 capability_tokens_folder:  The  path  to  the  folder where  the  capability  tokens will  be 
stored 

 certs  (sociotalCapabilityClientV3/certs/):  It  contains  the  cryptographic 
material  required  to  secure  communications  through  CoAPS  (and  HTTPS),  containing 
certificates that are currently used as examples.  
 

2) To  use  the  library  in  the  application,  it  is  required  to  import  the  libs  folder 
(sociotalCapabilityClientV3/libs) that is provided in the repository. 
 

3) Two examples of Capability Clients are also provided in the repository for tests 
(sociotalCapabilityClientV3/doc/) 

 
Below, a summary of the Capability Client API is provided. Additional information about the 
usage of the library is available in the doc folder, which contains the javadoc generated from 
the code in order to facilitate the usage of the library. 
 
CapabilityToken  ownToken(String coap_http_method, String resource_uri)

 
This method checks if the capability client already has a capability token for the action and 
resource being specified 
 

CapabilityToken requestCapabilityToken(File keystore, String coap_http_method, String resource_uri, 
String ipCapabilityManager)  
 
It requests a capability token for a specific action and resource to the Capability Manager. 
 

CapabilityToken  requestCapabilityToken(String keystore, String coap_http_method, String resource_uri, 
String ipCapabilityManager)  
 
It requests a capability token for a specific action and resource to the Capability Manager. 

boolean  tokenIsValid(CapabilityToken capability_token)
 
This method checks if a capability token is valid (if it is no expired) 
 

String getAccess(CapabilityToken token, File keystore, String coap_http_method, 
String resource_uri, String payload)  
 
It makes a CoAP request to perform a specific action on a particular resource, by making use 
of capability token. It returns the payload of the response received from the Capability 
Verifier component. 
 

String getAccess(CapabilityToken token, String keystore, 
String coap_http_method, String resource_uri, String payload)  
 
It makes a CoAPS request to perform a specific action on a particular resource, by making 
use of capability token t returns the payload of the response received from the Capability 
Verifier component. 
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Below, an example code about the usage of the library is detailed:  
 

try{ 
 File sdcard = Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory(); 
 File file = new File(sdcard,"CapabilityClient_config.txt"); 
 
 CoAPSCapabilityClient cc = new CoAPSCapabilityClient(file.getAbsolutePath()); 
 
 CapabilityToken ct = cc.ownToken("GET", "coap://localhost:5684/bubbleA"); 
 
 File keystore = new File ("resources/umu.bks"); 
 
 if (ct == null || !cc.tokenIsValid(ct)) 
  ct = cc.requestCapabilityToken( 

keystore,  
   "GET", 

“http://193.144.201.50:3500/SocIoTal_CM_REST_V2/NGSI10_API/queryContext/SocIoTal:SAN:WeatherStation:Dev_001”, 
"155.54.210.166"); 
 

else{ 
cc.getAccess( 

ct,  
keystore,  
"GET",      
"http://193.144.201.50:3500/SocIoTal_CM_REST_V2/NGSI10_API/queryContext/SocIoTal:SAN:WeatherStation:Dev_001", 
null); 

} 
} 

 
 
The capability token example is shown in the following. Such token would be obtained and 
stored in the capability_tokens_folder in case of a successful authorization evaluation carried 
out by the Capability Manager and Policy Decision Point (PDP) entities: 
 

{ 
  "id": "cvv96ql9ju6bj6m27u68j32a4n", 
  "ii": 1436955119, 
  "is": "capabilitymanager@um.es", 
  "su": 
"QKkWEGvhwkn4wubbkASz6DT04ukliJbOXkDGCcqCLdk=TX+91sWv/3eZP5fwjO7wv0x4+FD6uRtOcBRGLwjkWCo=", 
  "de": "http://193.144.201.50:3500", 
  "si": 
"MEUCIQDZGjJoZLY5TIajlSdGmOoxrE6fcJt0oGfUE9YEMSWPLwIgTzgDydsxe52UmX8oON5BSJYsr2Rw2GXVh53lTOqDb
TA=", 
  "ar": [ 
    { 
      "ac": "GET", 
      "re": "/SocIoTal_CM_REST_V2/NGSI10_API/queryContext/SocIoTal:SAN:WeatherStation:Dev_001" 
    } 
  ], 
  "nb": 1436955119, 
  "na": 1436955219 
} 
 
In addition, for the sake of clarity, a brief description of each field is provided: 

– Identifier (id). This field is used to unequivocally identify a capability token. A random 
or pseudorandom technique will be employed by the issuer to ensure this identifier is 
unique. 

– Issued-time (ii). It identifies the time at which the token was issued as the number of 
seconds from 1970-01-01T0:0:0Z. 

– Issuer (is). The entity that issued the token and, therefore, the signer of it. 
– Subject (su). It makes reference to the subject’s public key to which the rights from 

the token are granted.  
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– Device (de). It is a URI used to unequivocally identify the device to which the token 
applies. 

– Signature (si). It carries the digital signature (ECDSA) of the token encoded through 
Base64. 

– Access Rights (ar). This field represents the set of rights that the issuer has granted 
to the subject. 
o Action (ac). Its purpose is to identify a specific granted action. Its value makes 

reference a CoAP/HTTP method (e.g. GET, POST). 
o Resource (re). It represents the resource in the device for which the action is 

granted. 
– Not Before (nb). The time before which the token must not be accepted. Its value 

cannot be earlier than the II field and it implies the current time must be after or equal 
than NB. 

– Not After (na). It represents the time after which the token must not be accepted. 
 
In the Smart Object B is installed the Capability Verifier from: 
https://github.com/sociotal/AuthorizationManager 
 
The Capability Verifier is a CoAP-DTLS server library receiving access requests from 
Capability Clients. Such access requests contain a capability token, which is evaluated by 
the Capability Verifier in order to deny or grant the requesting action. The library of the 
Capability Verifier also provides support for Android devices. It should be noticed that this 
library contains the functionality of the Capability Verifier entity and Capability Evaluator. 
 
To make use of the library, below the basic steps are described by making use of the 
material that have been uploaded from the repository.  

1) You have  to put  the CapabilityServer_config.txt  file accessible  for  the application. This  file 
contains one configuration parameter: 

 certs:  It  contains  the  cryptographic  material  required  for  secure  communications, 
containing certificates examples. 

 
2) To use the library in the application, it is required to import the lib folder that is provided in 

the repository. 
 
Below, a summary of the Capability Verifier API is provided. Furthermore, additional 
information about the usage of the library is available in the SocIoTal D1.3.2 [24]. 
 
String actionInCaseActionNotPermitted (String action, String resource)  

 
Abstract method to specify the process in case the token evaluation result was 
CapabilityVerifierCode.ACTION_NOT_PERMITTED 
 

String actionInCaseAuthorized(String action, String resource)  
 
Abstract method to specify the process in case the token evaluation was successful 
 

String actionInCaseNotValidSignature(String action, String resource)  
 
Abstract method to specify the process in case the token evaluation result was 
CapabilityVerifierCode.SIGNATURE_NOT_VALID 
 

String actionInCaseNotValidToken(String action, String resource)  
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Abstract method to specify the process in case the token evaluation result was 
CapabilityVerifierCode.TOKEN_NOT_VALID 
 

void initialize(String[] resources)  
 
It initializes the CoAPS Capability Server with a set of resurces 
 

 
 
An example code about the usage of the library is detailed below: 
 
package org.umu.capabilityverifier.tests; 
 
import java.io.IOException; 
import org.umu.capabilityverifier.CoAPSCapabilityServer; 
 
public class CoAPSCapabilityVerifierTest { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  CoAPSCapabilityServer cv = new CoAPSCapabilityServer("CapabilityServer_config.txt") { 
   @Override 
   public String actionInCaseNotValidToken(String action, String resource) { 
    // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
    return "Token is not valid"; 
   } 
 
   @Override 
   public String actionInCaseNotValidSignature(String action, String resource) { 
    // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
    return "Signature is not valid"; 
   } 
 
   @Override 
   public String actionInCaseAuthorized(String action, String resource) { 
    return "You are authorized"; 
   } 
 
   @Override 
   public String actionInCaseActionNotPermitted(String action, String resource) { 
    return "Action is not permitted"; 
   } 
  }; 
  String [] resources = {"bubbleA"}; 
  cv.initialize(resources); 
  try { 
   System.in.read(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
 } 
} 
 

In order to be used on Android devices, the skeleton of the code is pretty similar, but it 
should be noticed that the files should be accessible to the application. Below, an example of 
a function is presented using the library that has been tested on Android devices: 
 
package org.umu.dcapbac.evaluator; 
 
 
import java.io.File; 
import org.umu.capabilityverifier.CoAPSCapabilityServer; 
import android.app.Activity; 
import android.os.AsyncTask; 
import android.os.Environment; 
import android.widget.TextView; 
 
public class Test extends AsyncTask<String, Void, String>{  
  
 private Activity activity; 
 private TextView dataField; 
 CoAPSCapabilityServer cv;    
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 public EnviarMensajes(Activity activity,TextView dataField){ 
  this.activity = activity; 
  this.dataField = dataField; 
 } 
 
 protected void onPreExecute(){ 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 protected String doInBackground(String... arg0) { 
  try{ 
    
   File sdcard = Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory(); 
   File file = new File(sdcard,"CapabilityServer_config.txt"); 
   cv = new CoAPSCapabilityServer(file.getAbsolutePath()) { 
    @Override 
    public String actionInCaseNotValidToken(String action, String resource) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
     return "Token is not valid"; 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public String actionInCaseNotValidSignature(String action, String resource) { 
     // TODO Auto-generated method stub 
     return "Signature is not valid"; 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public String actionInCaseAuthorized(String action, String resource) { 
     return "You are authorized"; 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public String actionInCaseActionNotPermitted(String action, String resource) { 
     return "Action is not permitted"; 
    } 
   }; 
   String [] resources = {arg0[0]}; 
   cv.initialize(resources); 
   return "CoAPS Capability server listening requests for service: " + arg0[0]; 
  }catch(Exception e){ 
   return new String("Exception: " + e.getMessage()); 
  } 
 }  
} 
 
 
Third stage 
This stage involves the F2F enabler that should be embedded in both devices. The code is 
available from the link: 
https://github.com/sociotal/f2fenabler 
 
The following subsections provide the specification for the REST communication with 
SocIoTal Context Manager in order to query or update information related to F2F 
interactions. 
 
In order to get information about the social relations, each retrieved entity handles the 
following attributes:  

 Name: “F2FInteration”. It specifies that it is a detected face-to-face interaction. 
 Value: “false”. The value describes if a face-to-face interaction occurred or not. The 

non-face-to-face interactions are logged in order to detect also the social relations 
with people-devices that do not belong to SocIoTal platform. In that situation, only 
their interpersonal distance and social relation is considered. 

 Metadatas. Included some additional information about the detected face-to-face 
interaction. In particular, it logs the discovered device with which it perform a face-to-
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face interaction, the social relation based on their interpersonal distance, the 
timestamp when it occurred and the location. 

 
Thre main functionalities enables to interact with the Context Manager database in order to 
update a user’s F2F interactions: 

 APPEND. Creates a F2F Interaction entity with the given information as attributes, if 
the entity for a particular device does not exist. If the F2Finteraction entity exists for a 
particular device, then it appends the given attribute(s). 

 UPDATE. Updates a F2F Interaction entity. Given the arguments, it updates - 
overrides the attributes of a particular F2F interaction entity. The update operation 
requires the entity that will be updated, already exists. 

 DELETE. Deletes a F2F Interaction entity based on the attributes provided as 
arguments. The delete operation requires the entity that will be deleted, already 
exists. 

 
Fourth stage 
This stage consists on requesting data using a capability token. It can be performed using a 
standardized protocol that integrates the ciphering at the application layer such as CoAPs or 
HTTPs. 
 
 
Section 6 -  Success indicators 
 
 
6.1 Innovation, development of new components and enablers 
 
The initial objective in the SocIoTal project to develop seven new components to ensure the 
security and the privacy services are reached and completed with enablers that offers new 
functionalities reinforcing the privacy aspects. The novel components and enablers are 
briefly presented below: 
 

- SocIoTal Authorization Manager: The SocIoTal access control system is designed as 
a combination of different authorization technologies and tools in order to enable a 
suitable solution for IoT environments. The system is based on the use of XACML 
access control policies, which are employed to generate authorization credentials in the 
form of capability tokens. Then, such tokens are used by smart objects to get access to 
services being provided by other IoT entities. The SocIoTal Authorization component is 
composed of the following entities: 

 Capability Client. It is a HTTPS client, which is intended to making request to 
the Capability Manager to obtain capability tokens, which are used to get 
access to resources hosted by other devices. 

 Capability Evaluator. It is a library intended to evaluate capability tokens. 
Such evaluation is based on the action and device being requested and the 
use of KeyRock authentication credentials. 

 Capability Manager. It is a HTTPS server accepting requests for capability 
tokens generation. Additionally, this entity acts as a HTTP client requesting 
authorization decisions to the Policy Decision Point. 

 Policy Decision Point (PDP). It is a HTTPS server based on XACML. It 
accepts XACML requests, which are attached into HTTP requests within the 
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body. The PDP is contacted by the Capability Manager before generating a 
capability token for the Capability Client. 

 Policy Administration Point (PAP). It is the entity responsible for managing 
the access control policies. It provides the functionality so users can define 
XACML policies in user-friendly way. The PAP has a GUI to facilitate the 
generation of XACML policies. 

- SocIoTal Identity Management (IdM): this system follows a claim-based approach 
with Attribute Based Credentials (ABC). The IdM relies on the Idemix cryptographic 
library from IBM, providing additional means to deal with IoT scenarios where 
consumers and providers’ can be not only traditional computers, but also smart objects 
(e.g. smartphones). The IdM endows users and smart objects with means to control 
and manage their private data in their smartphone, defining partial identities over their 
whole identity, which is derived from the credential obtained from the Issuer. The usage 
of partial identities ensures a privacy-preserving solution with minimal disclosure of 
personal information. Unlike in traditional IdMs, the subject smart object is not 
redirected to its online Identity Provider (IdP) during the transaction, so that the IdP is 
not involved when the target device verifies the smart object’s attributes. SocIoTal IdM 
has been recently integrated with Fi-Ware Keyrock IdM to support traditional and basic, 
but necessary, Identity management operations in scenarios where claim-based 
accesses are not needed. It is composed of five main entities: 

 SocIoTal-IdM-Android-Client: It is an android application that allows 
obtaining Idemix credentials from the Issuer server. It also allows interact with 
the Verifier server which can validate the partial identity derived from the 
credential. 

 SocIoTal-Issuer-Server: It is a web application implemented with Java 
servlets and XML-RPC which allows generating Idemix credentials for clients. 
Communications are done by https. The client must be authenticated against 
the Issuer using a valid certificate. The Issuer also support the verification 
functionality. 

 SocIoTal-Verifier-Server: It is a web application, also implemented with Java 
servlets and XML-RPC, which is able to validate partial identities presented 
by the client application. 

 SocIoTal-IdM-Enabled-Capability Manager: The IdM-Enabled-Capability-
Manager is a web application that allows users to obtain capability tokens 
using their partial identities. In other words, it allows authenticating and 
demonstrating their attributes by means of Idemix proofs of having a valid 
credential issued by the Issuer. 

 SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client: The SocIoTal IdM KeyRock Client Java 
library provides a basic API for identity management by implementing a client 
to interact with the FIWARE KeyRock server. To carry out such 
communication, the SCIM 2.0 and Identity API v3 interfaces provided by this 
IdM are used. 

 
- SocIoTal Context Manager (SCM): this component provides a standard REST API 

OMA compliant, implementing both NGSI9 and NGSI10 to gain access to context 
information and manage context entities. SCM implements authentication support and 
PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) functionalities based on the SocIoTal Capability Token 
developed within SocIoTal project. 
 

- SocIoTal Trust Manager: The Trust Manager (TM) is envisioned as a mixture of the 
REST webservice and logic with a set of different rules for building a reputation score. 
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Generic model for rules enables mapping between provided JSON format and 
relational database for mining and extraction of rules previously added over a 
registration API. The crucial component that Trust Manager utilize to continuously 
maintain the updated version of score in respect to last attribute value changes is the 
SocIoTal Context Manager. 
 

- SocIoTal User Environment: This component offers to the user an interface to 
register its Smart Objects whatever their technology, manages the communication 
channels and the interactions with the others devices outside the user bubble. It 
includes a Mobile Environment as an extension of the SocIoTal user environment with 
the following functionalities: 

 adding/ removing device to the user's workspace 

 receiving alerts generated using triggers from web environment 

 reading last device's values 

 
- SocIoTal Group Manager: The Group Manager functional component of the SocIoTal 

security framework is based on the use of the Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based 
Encryption (CP-ABE) cryptographic scheme, in order to enable a secure data sharing 
mechanism with groups of entities (i.e. communities or bubbles of smart objects). The 
CP-ABE library is based on X and jpbc. 
 

- SocIoTal Communities Manager: SocIoTal Communities Manager provides a 
standard REST API to create and manage communities within the SocIoTal framework. 
Through this tool, users will be able to create and manage communities to share 
selected information with other community members without leaking of information. 

 
- Sensinact Studio: The environment is dedicated to build complex application through 

a graphical interface in the Eclipse framework. It could be used by developers and 
access to the resources of the Context Manager. 

 
- Sensinact Gateway: It is a bridge between the physical world where the sensors are 

located and the components located in the cloud that ensures the interoperability of the 
communication protocols. 
 

- SocIoTal F2F enabler: The following subsections provide the specification for the 
REST communication with SocIoTal Context Manager in order to query or update 
information related to F2F interactions. 
 

- SocIoTal Gait recognition enabler: The SocIoTal gait recognition app aims to identify 
the user based on the walking pattern. 

The range of new functions provided by these components can not only meet the needs of 
uses-cases described in the deliverable D1.1 Error! Reference source not found., and can 
also be used in new scenarios, particularly related to the interaction of several people and 
social relationships that result. 
 
 
6.2 Security & Privacy by design 
 
The various components developed for the SocIoTal project are able to with each other due 
to standardized policies, the use of communication standards and protocols and a 
consistency of the data format retained for the exchanges between the components and 
enablers of the SocIoTal platform. 
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The consistency of the approach is ensured by the IOTA ARM framework as depicted on 
Figure 2. The security is achieved by design and is unnoticeable for the user. The privacy is 
also ensured by design but the use of some functionalities it brings is at the discretion of the 
user thanks to the friendly API. This enables the user to choose the level and the nature of 
information he wants to share. 
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Section 7 -  Conclusion 
 
This document described the final version of the SocIoTal architecture compliant with the 
Architecture Reference model (ARM) provided by IoT-A project. Based on this formal 
framework, the SocIoTal platform is composed of several new components and enablers 
defined to provide solutions for the privacy by design challenges. Others components are 
enhanced version of elements provided by the Fi-Ware library that provide a suitable solution 
for the security by design mandatory function, in compliance with the privacy by design. 
 
Each internal functionality of the SocIoTal components is detailed in this document. 
However, the strength of the SocIoTal platform is to provide a complete framework enabling 
the components and enablers to interact and to build horizontal testbeds dedicated to 
targeted scenarios. Such an example is described in the section 5 of this deliverable. 
 
The major objective of the SocIoTal project is to “design a socially-aware citizen centric 
architecture for an IoT eco-system providing services for cities, citizens and their 
communities”. This objective is reached by the deployment of several scenarios 
implementing SocIoTal functionalities including privacy protection for the user and 
confidentiality in the storage of his data. Enablers dedicated to social interactions or relations 
have been introduced as well as geo-localization functions, improving the library of functions 
for the achievement of privacy and security by design and providing a “friendly” API for the 
final user. The goal following is to bring into the IoT eco-system open source components 
that enable anyone to build easily its own IoT platform with intrinsic security and privacy 
services. The solutions provided are documented in a web site dedicated to the SocIoTal 
project in addition with the source code [18]. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
AP Access Point 
API Application Programming Interface 
ARM Architecture Reference Model 
BS Base Station 
BT-LE Bluetooth-Low Energy 
CDVA Compressed Domain Video Analysis 
CEP Complex Event Processor 
CP-ABE Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Base Encryption 
DCT Developer Community and Tools 
FG Functional Group 
FIApp Future Internet Applications 
GE General Enabler 
GEi General Enabler Implementation 
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 
GPS Global Positioning System 
I2DN Interface to Networks and Devices 
IdM Identity Management 
IoT Internet of Things 
IoT-A Internet of Things Architecture 
IP Internet Protocol 
IR-UWB Impulse-Radio Ultra-Wideband 
JSON JavaScript Object Notation 
KEM Key Exchange and Management 
NGSI 
OAuth 

Next Generation Service Interface 
Open Authorization 

OGC Open Geographical Consortium 
PDP Policy Decision Point 
PEP Policy Enforcement Point 
Proton Proactive Technology Online 
RD Resource Directory 
REST Representational state transfer 
RFID Radio-Frequency Identification 
RTLS Real Time Locating System 
RT-TOF Round Trip - Time of Flight 
SSN Semantic Sensor Network 
SWE Sensor Web Enablement 
UD User’s Directory 
UML Unified Modelling Language 
URI Uniform Resource Identifier 
URL Uniform Resource Locator 
VE Virtual Entity 
XACML 
XRDS 

eXtensible Access Control Markup Language 
eXtensible Resource Descriptor Sequence 
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